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Forehead Lines 

THE MANY FACES 
OF MA:NAGEMENT 

Kevin O'Connor 

This regular feature is bylined as a personal commentary rather 
than presented as the comments of the director of the Institute. 

evertheless, its topics are generally stimulated by the activities and 
concerns of the Institute. My reflections here relate to the first object 
of the Institute: " to investigate the various aspects of management of 
the tussock grasslands and mountain lands." 

I have to confess that these thoughts do not spring from sober 
contemplation of the Institute's objects. They arise from a holiday in 
the tussock country. This summer I was fortunate weatherwise that 
my family holiday was in the tussock country, at Arrowtown. For 
sure, the holiday was punctuated not with wild weather as the coastal 
campers endured but with items of work. These events were so 
pleasurable that it would be deceitful to count them as work. There 
was an inspection to be made of a site for a prospective skifield, high 
on the Remarkables, a sensitive and vulnerable area in need of new 
management if new purposes are to be served. There were a few days 
spent with the visiting technicos of the Uruguayan Plan Agropecua
rio, on visits to several farms and runs in the Upper Clutha and 
Manuherikia. I was able to let them see for themselves and hear 
from farmers of an older generation and from their sons how 20 or 
more years of rabbit control, oversowing, topdressing and fencing 
have meant new management problems, new solutions and still 
newer problems. There was a day spent gathering the remnants of 
tussocks and other alpine plants, crumbling down the batters of a 
mountain road, to transplant them into the garden of a neighbour's 
new cottage. Jn such a way an expanding Arrowtown might keep 
some son of harmony with the land that encloses it. 

As I reflected on these minor and apparently unconnected events, 
each has emerged clearly as being centred on management: the 
management of scenic and recreational resources; the management 
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" It is not so much a question of whether we will 
run sheep or skiers but to what extent are we 
prepared to manage sheep and to what extent are 
we prepared to manage skiers. " 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

of pastoral development enterprises and the grazing management.of 
pastures and fl ocks; the management of roadsides, of villages and 
their cottage gardens in the mountain country. Although each event 
was disconnected from the other, the management issues at the heart 
of each were all connected to one another. A mountain road for 
recreational access opened a hillside soil to frost which prised loose 
herbs and shrubs and left ·them begging for a new home. A winter 
use of subalpine slopes for skiing would not seem to conflict with 
summer grazing use. However, winter ski-runs have required some 
tailoring of slopes and revegetation of the disturbed ground. is made 
more difficult by the summer grazing. Grazing management pat
terns have to be altered or adj usted because of the needs for safety or 
comfort of a winter skier. As a learned economist had written before: 
"Everything is connected to everything else and there is no such 
thing as a free lunch." 

There was another thought emerging which is no less important 
for the future in our mountains. Simply expressed, management or 
the way of doing things , is at least as important as the purpose or 
objective of using resources. I suggest that this is a lesson we have 
been forgetting and may have to learn again. Let me explain. 

In the last five years or more New Zealand has become increa
singly concerned and involved in the question of com petition among 
different uses for natural resources. Nowhere has this competiti.on 
become more vigorous than in the mountains. Water production, 
pastoral production, wildlife production, timber production, scenery 
production, electricity production and recreation production have 
been set in contest with one another and sometimes even formed in 
alliances, several against one or more other. 

In our minds, in the corridors of power, on the landscape 
themselves, these use objectives have been competing for territory. 
In any such contest there are few decisive battles won on merit. 
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When we apply only the yardstick of use capability in these matters 
the only issue that can be clearly settled is which uses can be 
excluded as being unsuited to the land resource concerned no matter 
what level of management is applied. In strict application of this 
principle, few issues indeed are settled. 

Decisions on wise land use require more than knowledge of 
suitability. They require some assessment of social need for each 
particular use and they also need concrete propositions about the 
management we are prepared to apply. It is not so much a question 
of whether we will run sheep or skiers but to what extent are we 
prepared to manage sheep and to what extent are we prepared to 
manage skiers. Jt is not so much a question of whether we grow trees 
or grass but of how we are prepared to harvest trees and renew them, 
how we are prepared to graze pas tu res and maintain or develop their 
vigour. It is not so much whether we dedicate land for water 
management but what can we do and what shall we do with slopes, 
soils and vegetation to increase low flows, control flood flows , 
preserve water quality. 

There have been considerable advances in knowledge in New 
Zealand in recent years concerning land management requirements 
for pastoral purposes and for some aspects of timber production. 
There have been fewer advances in knowledge of mountain land 
management requirements for water production or for recreation 
use. Bodies such as the Institute must make such information 
available where it is known with some confidence. They must also be 
concerned about the areas of ignorance and dispute. They have to 
foster or carry out the needed research into management require
ments for all appropriate uses. These management requirements in 
turn will be related to the nature of the rocks, climate, soils, 
vegetation and so on. 

The faces of management are many and various, even if they are 
all conhectcd eventually to everything else! 
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OBJECTIVES, CONCEPTS AND 
PRINCIPLES IN 

GRAZING MANAGEMENT 

J. G. Hughes and K. F. O'Connor 
Tussock Grasslands and Mountain 

Lands Institute 

WHY BOTHER ABOUT T HEORY? 

You have an area of pastoral land. Yo u must decide how best to 
graze it to ensure soil stability and to ach ieve better q uantity and 
q uality of availa ble herbage fo r your an imals. 

You have cattle or sheep of different classes. At different times o f 
the year you will need to muster differen t groups of these a nima ls. At 
othe r times you will want to leave the m with little a tten tion, 
confident that one class of anima ls is not doing a m ischief to itself or 
to another class of animals, or to the land it grazes. 

Your cattle and sheep can convert available herbage to anima l 
prod ucts. We say .. can convert" because the conversion is no t 
auto matic. Herbage must be eaten by stock to be converted to wool 
or meat. For any particular class of anima l the most importa n t facto r 
affecting the efficiency of conversion of feed grown to product sold is 
the proportion of feed that is eaten. Only by ensuring efficient 
conversion will it be possible for you to gain some profi t from the 
investment that you have made in land. an imals o r in the improve
ment of either. 

Edi lorial Note 

N.Z. Range Management Guidelines is a new series for Review prepared by officers 
of the Institute as a means of making readi ly availublc information of value to those 
concerned with tussock grassland and mountain land management. Note~ for several 
of this series had been prepared by the late Mr J . G. Hughes. 
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We have three main reasons why we believe that the theory of 
grazing management must be expounded, applied, tested and , if 
necessary, revised. On the one hand it seems that there are still 
enormous opportunities for grazing management improvements for 
better use of the topdressed clover-oversown tussock country. 
Although there have been considerable advances in per animal 
production, the increases we have recorded from runs in total animal 
production vary widely in their relationship to investment in land 
improvement even though runs may be in other respects similar. 
Furthermore, there appear to be wide margins in annual herbage 
production between intensively managed experiments and less 
intensively managed run paddocks receiving similar fertiliser. 

On the other hand, there are substantial areas of tussock country 
which are unlikely in the foreseeable future to receive topdre sing. 
Manipulation of grazing management appears to be the only 
possibility, apart from burning, by which such grasslands can be 
improved in ground cover or in herbage quality and yield. 

Finally, there is a substantial area generally at lower altitudes, 
some of it topdressed, some of it not, where herbaceous and woody 
weeds of various kinds appear to be increasing in volume and 
abundance. The present grazing regimes appear to be repeated with 
little if any variation from year to year and make little impact on 
such species as were controlled a few years ago by higher grazing 
pressure from sheep and rabbits . 

Can you devise the best grazing system for your circumstances and 
plan the erection and use of fencing to make it succeed? 

To accept that challenge in range management, you will have to 
do a great deal of field assessment of land opportunities and 
limitations, a great deal of field and yard assessment of livestock 
condition and animal needs, a considerable amount of estimation of 
climatic features , regular and sporadic. You wil probably benefit 
from discussion, from reading, even from writing. 

To take part in such exchange of ideas, to achieve continuing 
order in your own analysis and planning, you will have to share in 
theory - a code of common understanding of terms, of axioms and 
principles. You will find that valuable theory is alive and open 
theory. It is almost certainly incomplete. It is open to change, to 
modification and revision as discordant facts are brought to test it. 
Practical managerial people are perhaps more likely to contribute to 
valjd revisions of theory than are pure theorists. Certainly practical 
people are essential for the testjng of theory. 

Fortunately, we are not overburdened with different terms to 
describe grazing systems. Confusion can arise, however, if terms 
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used are not clearly defined. We have to be clear whether the term 
we use refers to pasture or to the animals grazing on it. 

GRAZING SYSTEMS TERMINOLOGY 

A pasture may be subject to continuous grazing. This means that 
there are stock on it year round, often year in year out. Yet the stock 
themselves may be set stocked or they may be rotationally grazed. 
Set stocking occurs when a mob i left on the same area for several 
months, for a whole season of use or even up to a year. Rotational 
grazing of stock occurs when the stock are shifted from one pasture 
to another at intervals shorter than two months and generally no 
longer than three or four weeks. Mob stocking is a type of rotational 
grazing of stock in which perhaps all of the stock in one class (say, 
the ewes) are grazing from paddock to paddock in' a single mob. 
Rotational grazing of pasture occurs when the pasture has alterna
tion of grazing and spelling or rest from grazing. Rotational grazing 
may involve more than two paddocks and so pastures may have 
much longer spelling' periods than grazing periods. 

This short account of some of the more familiar terms serves to 
emphasise the importance of identifying whether we are referring to 
livestock or pastures when we speak of rotational grazing. New 
Zealand usages are largely derived from improved pastures and they 
differ somewhat from American usages which derive mostly from 
extensive range management. The New Zealand tussock grasslands 
are subject to influence and comment from both sources. Our 
tussock grasslands have been traditionally managed as range but 
since the advent of oversowing and top-dressing, they often warrant 
management more appropriate to what the Americans call tame 
pastures, i.e. , pastures receiving periodic renovation and/ or cultural 
treatments such as topdressing. ' 

AMERICAN RANGE TERMINOLOGY 
AND NEW ZEALAND USAGE 

Continuous grazing has a similar meaning in both cultures. 
American usage, "the grazing of a specific unit by livestock 
throughout a year or for that part of the year during which grazing is . 
feasible" (Kothmann, 1974), would be an acceptable description in 
New Zealand. Rotational grazing in American usage (Kothmann, 
1974) is "a system of pasture utilisation embracing short periods of 
heavy stocking, followed by periods of rest for herbage recovery 
during the same season." It is generally used on tame pasture or 
cropland pasture. 

The word "spell" is not an integral part of American range 
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management concepts. Deferment is "delay or discontinuance of 
livestock grazing on an area for an adequate period of time to 
provide for plant reproduction, establishment of new plants or 
restoration of vigour of existing plants" (Kothmano, 1974). If 
deferment is used in the grazing management of a particular unit, 
then it is referred to as deferred grazing. If the deferment itself is 
systematicaUy rotated among pastures, then it is identified as a 
deferred-rotation grazing system. 

There has been recently introduced into New Zealand the term 
" retirement" and many variants thereon, "permanent retirement", 
"temporary retirement" and "notional retirement." The duration of 
withdrawal of livestock involved in such usage tends to vary with the 
user. The term " temporary retirement" had its counterpart in the 
American term "rest." American rest-rotation grazing systems 
involved the rotation of year-long rest among several different units. 
The more recent American convention (Kothmann, 1974) is to use 
the term non-use in three distinct ways which include many aspects 
of our New Zealand concepts of temporary retirement: "(I) Absence 
of grazing use on current year's forage production; (2) Lack of 
exercise, temporarily, of a grazing privilege on grazing lands; (3) An 
authorisation to refrain, temporarily, from placing livestock on 
public ranges without loss of preference for future consideration." 

AU the above concepts are parts of descriptions of grazing systems, 
the particular patterns of grazing management which define 
systematically recurring terms of grazing and spelling for two or 
more pastures. Comparisons of grazing systems in theory or in 
practice are seldom fruitful unless we can analyse the systems more 
specifically in terms of animaljarea and animaljforage relation
ships. 

STOCKING RATE, GRAZING 
PRESSURE, CA RR YING CAPACITY 

Stocking rate as used in New Zealand is frequently ambiguous. It 
refers to the number of animals (or stock units) per unit area, e.g., 5 
stock units per hectare, and takes no account of available forage. In 
New Zealand usage, however, it may be applied for a point in time 
or for a particular duration. I t may be applied for a property as a 
whole for the whole year or it may be applied to a particular pasture 
or to a particular group of animals for a defined period of manage
ment. 

Such time qualifications need to be made clear if ambiguity is to 
be avoided. American practice is to express as stocking rate the ratio 
of animal units to land area for the entire grazable period of the year. 
The ratio of number of animal units to land area at a particular 
instant of time is s tocking density in American parlance (Kothmann, 
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1974). We suggest that we could wisely follow these distinctions. 
Where we need to express the number of stock unit months (s.u .m .) 
per unit area, we could consider this ratio as stocking load (e.g., 
stocking summer country at I sheep per hectare for the months 
January to April inclusive would give a stocking load of 4 s.u.m./ ha). 

One of the more valuable concepts of recent years is that of 
grazing pressure, relating the number of animals to the amount pf 
available forage. Campbell (1966) at Ruakura quantified the term 
grazing pressure in two different expressions for controlled (rota
tional) grazing and for uncontrolled grazing (set stocking). Formu
lae were devised by Campbell to allow seasonal and annual 
calculations of grazing pressure of con trolled and uncontrolled 
grazing systems at different stocking rates . When such comparisons 
are needed to evaluate such contrasting experimental practices, it is 
essential to incJude the number of days of any spelling period in the 
calculation. Campbell's approach in this respect was different from 
the American range concept of grazing pressure as expressed by 
Kothmann ( 1974), "the actual animal to forage ratio at a specific 
time." To express this concept in its simplest terms we not only 
eliminate the area factor but also the time duration factor to arrive at 
grazing pressure (GP) at a specific time. 

In contemporary metric terms, grazing pressure (GP) = 

Stock Units 
Tonnes of Available Dry Matter (ADM) 

both being reduced to the same unit of time (I day) . 

As an example, suppose 50 ewes are put on a lOha paddock for 
four days and the standing crop of available dry matter is 0.5 
tonnes/ hectare. Then, mean grazing pressure for the four days can 
be expressed: GP= 

Stock Units x Days 

Area x ADM x Days 

50 x 4 

IO x 0.5 x 4 
= 10 

The result of the calculation would be the same, that is, reduced to 
I-day terms, no matter how many days were being considered, but 
its validity would diminish for any but a very short period. 

If the mob were doubled in size after two days, then the mean 
grazing pressures (MGP) would equal: 
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(50 ewes x 2 days) + ( 100 ewes x 2 days) 
= 15 

10 ha x 0.5t/ ha x 4 days 

Such short period calculations, however, do not take into account 
the changes in the availability of dry matter - how much the pasture 
is producing each day, how much the sheep are eating. 

Let us assume the same 50 ewes on the same IO ha paddock with a 
standing crop of0.5t/ ha. In addition, let us assume that the pasture 
is growing vigorously at a rate of 100 kg/ ha/ day and that each of the 
ewes consumes just 2kg of ADM per day. 

At the beginning of the first day there will of course have been no 
change, i.e.: 

G 
50 ewes 

P, = = 10 
IOha x 0.5t/ ha 

At the beginning of the second day, however, things will have 
changed: 

50 ewes 
GP2 = = 8.47 

( 10 ha x 0.5t/ ha) + (It additional growth ADM) - (0.lt eaten) 

At the beginning of the third day: 

50 ewe 
GP, = 

(St original ADM) + (2t additional) - (0.2t eaten) 
= 7.3S 

But suppose the size of the mob is doubled after th e second day. Jn 
uch a case, the grazing pressure at the beginning of the third day 

would be : 

GP,= 
100 ewes 

(St original ADM) + (2 additiona l) - (0.2t eaten) 
= 14.7 

a nd the grazing pressure a t the beginning of day 4 will be: 

100 ewes 
GP = = 132 4 (St original ADM) + (J t addi tional) - (0.4t eaten) 

Similarly, at the beginning of day 5: 

100 
GP5 = = 11.9 

5 + 4 -0.6 

The changing relationship of grazing animals to avai lable herbage 
i illustrated in the changing values of grazing pressure and the effect 
of increasing stocking den ity on grazing pressure. In this case, 
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FIGURE t. Available dry matter (tonnes/ hectare) increases with time as growth 
exceeds consumption. Under such conditions grazing pressure falls. As livestock 
density is doubled (dotted line) grazing pressure is more affected than the initial change 
in available dry matter. 

allowance for a fast spring pasture growth rate outweighs the 
estimated consumption by the animals and grazing pressure 
continues to fall if no further additions of animals are made. In 
short, the feed is getting away from them! This situation is illustrated 
in Figure 1. 

In the above example, if we assumed that pasture growth rate 
were only 20 kg DM/ ha/ day (as it is in cooler months of spring or 
autumn), then consumption of 50 ewes and pasture growth would 
equate and grazing pressure would remain constant at 10. If stock 
numbers were doubled at such a pasture growth rate, there would be 
a daily climb in grazing pressure as consumption not only kept pace 
with pasture growth but also ate into the initial capital of standing 
herbage. This situation is illustrated in Figure 2. 

We have worked on the assumption throughout that consumption 
is a kg OM/ day/ stock unit. In some lush feed circumstances, this 
consumption rate may be exceeded but where feed is low in quality, 
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this rate may not be reached. Precision may be increased by 
attention to such detail. 

Even crudely estimated, however, grazing pressure may be a very 
useful tool in range management, just as it has been found to be in 
the intensive management of dairying and fattening pastures. 
Differences in pattern of grazing pre sure over time are often found 
to be the most explanatory factor in accounting for results of 
stocking rate experiments. Increase in grazing pressure in range 
conditions as feed upply reaches critically low levels under set 
stocking seem to account for apparently sudden deterioration in 
animal performance or marked changes in animal behaviour. There 
may be a very sharp borderline between satisfaction and hunger in 
set-stocked sheep. Analysis of grazing pressure will often reveal it. 
More important, even crude simulation with a hand calculator or 
pencil and paper can warn of danger in advance. Figure 3 illustra tes 
how grazing pressure increases dramatically when feed supply falls 
without alteration to stocking rate. 
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Carrying Capacity - Some seasonal or period pattern of grazing 
pressure will be optimum for a particular pasture. The carrying 
capacity of that pasture is the stocking rate at the optimum pattern of 
grazing pressure. In humid areas or in highly improved pastures, to 
allow for variation lei the carrying capacity of a pasture throughout 
the season, stocking rate may have to be varied frequently. Rota
tional grazing in a planned system may become a necessity. In 
semi-arid areas, and in some natural range in humid areas, stocking 
rate changes may not need to be frequent. One assessment may be 
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sufficient for a whole season. The pattern of grazing pressure that is 
settled on as an optimum can be attained in such conditions because 
it is often but Little influenced by fluctuations in pasture growth rate. 
This kind of situation is illustrated in Figure 4. In practical terms, 
runholders estimate the carrying capacity of their run blocks 
intuitively. When changes in feed supply are made by subdivision 
fencing, or by clover oversowing, the former bases for estimates are 
lost. This also results from introduction of new classes of stock such 
as cattle. 

Well founded evidence to support planned carrying capacity is 
critical to financial and pastoral success of management plans for 
soil and water conservation, as well as for purely productive 
purposes. Serious underestimates of carrying capacity lead to poor 
returns on investment, delays in implementing programmes, loss of 
faith. Overestimates of carrying capacity (or failure to predict 
intolerable grazing pressures) lead to depressed per animal produc-
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tion. Eventually they may lead to depressed per hectare production, 
weakened swards, risk of soil erosion and risk of deterioration in 
drainage water. 
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1976 Water C:onferenee 

The 1976 Water Conference will be held this year at the Univer
sity of Canterbury from the 23rd to the 26th of August. 

The conference will include seven major sessions followed by a 
panel discussion session which will summarise the three days of 
addresses. 

The first session will deal with water in the New Zealand 
environment and will include an historical review and discuss water 
as an economic commodity. The second session will deal with water 
resource management and will review the development of tech
niques for water resource assessment, development and manage
ment which are in use in New Zealand and elsewhere, 

The third session Wednesday morning will discuss the roles of 
central government and national organisations in national planning 
for water. 

Three sessions on regional planning for water will then be held. 
The first will explain the responsibilities of regional water authorities 
and explain current and emerging problems of concern to adminis
trative organisations and the public. The following session will 
indicate how regional water planning fits into wider aspects of 
regional planning and how central government and national 
organisation support services operate at regional level. The third 
regional planning session will be one of commentary. 

The final session on Thursday morning will explore methods by 
which regional and national water objectives could be clarified, 
reconciled and achieved in the future , to consider what would be 
good water planning arrangements and effective planning proce
dure and discuss the problems of communication between the 
public, the water planners, the expert technical advisors, the water 
administrators and the politicians. 
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THE FUTURE OF 

OUTDOOR RECREATION 

K. A. Ackley 
Lincoln College 

Predictions concerning the future are somewhat less than scien
tific; by the time one tests his hypothesis, the future is the past. Nor 
are prescriptions any more scientific because they are seldom 
supported by any rigorous scientific method. So having recognized 
the potential worthlessness of such efforts, I blandly set forth a few 
selected observations about the future of outdoor recreation in the 
Mackenzie area or for that matter in any rela tively unspoiled, 
undeveloped area . 

The effort is justified, I believe, because, scientific or not, we know 
from experience that we can profit from trying to anticipate events 
and nudging them along in desired directions, hoping that feedback 
will keep coming along in time to avoid disaster. 

KNOWN FACTS 

We have some relative facts at our disposal; we know the 
population is increasing and will continue to do so for some time; we 
know that we have certain aspirations regarding consumption and 
the good life, however wrongly defined, and that such aspirations 
include ever more material goods - in this context cars, caravans, 
boats and trailers, holiday homes, camping equipment, skis, etc. -
more leisure and, if only a function of more people, more activity in 
the great outdoors. 

We're not going to be denied these things: we know they're out 
there, and we won't be stopped - in the short term - by recessions, 
inflation or increasing destruction of the whole resource base. This -
and here I make a flat prediction which ignores international events 
beyond our control - could go on indefinitely. 

The pressure of demand exists for recreation in these parts, and it 
will be met for increasing numbers of people (and it will most likely 
be met by overkill). Can we relax and wait for it to happen and treat 
each situation or confrontation pragmatically? There is much to be 
said for a go-slow, laissez-faire, one-battle-at-a-time approach, in 
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the hope that inevitable change will take place at a leisurely pace 
over a greatly extended period, with no one suffering too painful a 
transition. 

But this is an age of rapidly accelerating change. Events don't 
creep up on us anymore ; they explode all around us. It is also a 
planning age. We try to keep ahead of events and guide them more 
rationally; more efficiently, less destructively. I believe there is merit 
in planning, though the challenge is horrendous. We are only just 
beginning to recognise that there are ecological and social conse
quences in nearly everything we do, and we must take this fact into 
account if we are to successfully accommodate new demands to old, 
comfortable patterns. 

Perhaps the most desirable approach to guiding the development 
of outdoor recreation in the high country would be to get the farmers 
to do it - to set the policies and draw up the plans. Farmers are, after 
all, the main occupiers and prime productive users of this land. 
Unfortunately, and obviously, it's not that simple for at least two 
reasons: farmers are either not qualified or not interested in 
organising for a purpose so alien to their vocations or their 
inclinations. And there are other interested parties - intruders, if you 
will - and regardless of the legal or ethical status of their rights , they 
will lay claim to various uses of this land. 

Who is to judge the land's occupancy and productivity in this 
regard? It's a classic conflict situation. As for the individual farmer's 
rights, it's a short-term (three-score and ten) arrangement. They 
don' t own the land, and they only exercise dominion over it by 
sufferance; they are here at the pleasure of the Government and the 
pain of a lifetime's hard work. Yet they continue to re-enlist every 30 
or so years, feeling, quite rightly, it's their duty, and it must be 
painful to contemplate being engulfed and overwhelmed by an 
endless stream of anonymous hordes of fun-loving recreation
seekers. 

These recreation-seekers are supported in many cases by the 
Government ; various agencies strive to transform recreation 
demand into supply, based on their calculations. And there are 
others ; sleek sharks, denizens of the city, sometimes cruise these 
altitudes looking for the quick turnover and the fast buck. Whether 
the motivation is social or economic or just plain greed, the trend 
exists. 

One may view Government's promotion of recreation as govern
ment interference, but I believe that ultimately, whether we like it or 
not, we are going to have to view it, and depend on it, as government 
protection . There are simply too many growing demands on 
what is a finite area, not the least of which are society's incessant 
demands for many uses besides recreation. And the public servant, 
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elected or appointed, loya l to his agency, is dedicated to the mission 
of achieving what he sees as optimum resource utilisation, and he 
see that as possible only by the efficient management of recreation 
resources ; overall policy, planning, design , development and 
operation are to be accomplished by systematic analysis, classifica
tion, and allocation of revenues. Is there a better way? I don't know; 
l hope so, for in the process just alluded to, everyone gets squeezed a 
little. But that is the system we have created and accepted, and it is 
self-sustaining; once adopted and set in motion , the system runs 
itself. We, as insiders or outsiders, do not run it ; we merely 
collaborate and make inputs to it. Only if we make good inputs does 
the system serve our interests as well as its own. 

What inputs should we make to the recreation management game 
in order to get resul~s satisfactory to everyone? We should begin with 
one over-riding principle which hould dominate the entire deci
sion-making and development process: to the best of our ability we 
must consider the ecological soundness of whatever we do. We must 
give more careful thought to the impact of our too-often hasty 
decisions made in crisis situations. 

CONCENTRATION 

A second guiding principle should be to try to concentrate 
recreation activities as much as possible. This requires comprehen
sive planning. It is a good idea to have some feel for comprehensi
veness; piece-meal decisions and developments have contributed to 
many of our problems. Comprehensiveness means having a large 
view or vision that includes ail the possibilities and alternatives, 
cautiously and carefully considered. It does not necessarily mean 
trying to utilise the whole area in a maximal way just because each 
parcel has some capability according to some outdoor recreation 
classification system (and one may be assured that someday we will 
have each parcel so classified ,and it will be arrayed alongside a list of 
sophisticated, if questionable, projections of recreation demands 
and needs) . It should be required , by statute when necessary, that we 
keep some of the landscape beyond our predatory reach for the sake 
of future generations. This can only be accomplished by a compre
hensive, long-range vision. 

A corollary of this requirement of concentration is to separate the 
nature-user from the nature-lover, in recognition of the fact that the 
latter needs more space, and that the former has a strong herd 
instinct whether he be a weekend settler clustered by preference, or 
an itinerant tourist who likes urban amenities wherever he goes. 
Another corollary stems from a principle of the U.S. Bureau of 
Outdoor Recreation which says everyone needs a wide range of 
recreation experiences. That assumption is a bit too ambitious. It 
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might be better to say everyone ought to have a wide range of choice, 
but not at all times in all' places. That would be sufficient, and again 
it could be accomplished by concentration of compatible activities in 
a few high-den ity recreation area , leaving the bulk of the Land 
undeveloped - protected in ome way, to be sure, but relatively 
undeveloped. 

These few principles leave many unanswered questions: 

• How much land for holiday homes, and where? What criteria 
regarding size of sections, sanitation, access? How can their needs be 
integrated with small rural ervice centre ? 

• How many high-density recreation areas, and where? 

• I there a genuine increa e in demand, or are we over-promoting 
and generating artificial demand? 

• Shou ld we try to preserve pastoral farming only so long as 
Government policy permits, or should we have a clearer policy of 
long-term commitment? 

• What are the social consequences of the above ; are they as 
di rupting as some people think? What are the effects on farm 
workers, transport, etc.? 

• Can the economy support more intensive recreation development? 

Referring once more to the need for an ecological approach, we 
hould also study more carefully the impact of those "system" 

decisions which issue from the operational inertia of a functioning 
system. Procedures which seem validated by tradition can Lead us 
imperceptibly into difficulty because changed circumstances or 
cumulative effects aren't recognised (hence the nervou feeling that 
we may be generating needs that aren' t real). We should challenge 
the system every step of the way by careful reflection, not by protest 
born of cynicism. Bad as it i , it's our system, and we should accept 
responsibility for it. 

CUT BACK? 

There is one rather Draconian measure which I hesitate to 
mention because it might have too much appeal. If we cut the 
Government recreation budget IO per cent each year, it might not be 
long before we get some real quality recreation planning. It would 
be, no doubt, demoralising to the overly zealous bureaucrat ; on the 
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other hand, zealous growth is not what we want. We want planning 
and development by reflective people who have some sense of 
priority and perspective; who recognise that recreation is needed. is 
essential, and is to be sought, but cautiously, and in a balanced way, 
related to all our other needs, and fairly distributed among them. 

New management officer 

Mr Ian Gerald Christopher (Chris) Kerr, senior soil conservator 
with the Waitaki Catchment Commission since 1966, has been 
appoi~ted management officer of the Tussock Grasslands and 
Mountain Lands Institute. 

Mr Kerr fills the vacancy created last year by the death of Mr John 
Graham Hughes. 

Mr Kerr, 39, brings to the post a wide range of experience and a 
close attachment for the high country. Married and the father of 
three sons, Mr Kerr holds the degree of bachelor of agricultural 
science, Lincoln College. 

On a Colombo Plan assignment in 1962/ 63 he lectured in 
agriculture at the University of North Sumatra, Medan, and worked 
in planning faculty development for a proposed aid project. In 
1964/ 65 he lectured in agronomy and farm management at the 
University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, a Colombo Plan project, and 
worked on the planning and development of commercial and 
demonstration farm and estate property. 

He was mission leader, consultant and livestock production expert 
for a United Nations livestock development programme in Iraq for 
two months in 1971 and supervised project appraisal, planning and 
recommendations of the mission. 

In his role as senior soil conservator with the Waitaki Catchment 
Commission, he has been responsible for land and water investiga
tion and planning, planning of the W aitaki Catchment Scheme, 
preparation and administration of soil and water conservation plans, 
agricultural extension, economic and environmental impact and 
water right reporting and interagency liaison and co-ordination. 

He has become widely known along Government agencies for his 
ability to arrange the exchange of information and currently has in 
preparation a major work on the water resources of the Waitaki. He 
is a member of the ste~ring committee of the Waitaki Man and the 
Biosphe.re Programme. 

Mr Kerr authored "Effecting a soil and water conservation plan" 
(Review 26: pp 5-7) and co-authored with Mr D. W. Ives "Prospects 
for irrigation in the Mackenzie" (Review 27: pp 2-18) both published 
in 1973. 
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@Pretoria 

Johannesburg~wazi land 

AFRICA 

WORLD BANK/FAO MISSION 
TO LESOTHO 197 4 

J. G. Hughes 

For six weeks in late 1974, I took part as range management 
consultant in a World Bank/ FAO Mission lo Lesotho. Th is tiny 
independent country, little bigger than Southland , altempls to 
support some l · 1 million people largely by the sale of agricultural 
produce to the surrounding Republic of South Africa. The mission 
set out to prepare a mountain area development project which could 
serve as a model for increasing the productivity of the largely 
mountainous four-fifths of the kingdom. 

The area chosen was sleep hill country, I 700-2900m in altitude 
and separated by 180km of very bad road from the capital of the 
country, Maseru, down on the plain. The project area, like most of 
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the Lesotho pastoral country, was badly over-grazed . On its 53 ,000 
ha (130,000 ac) it carried about 5000 cattle, 27,000 heep, !0,000 
goats and 2300 horse and donkeys. They were owned among 60 
percent of the 1500 hou eholds in the area. All land was communally 
owned and this posed many problems in the mission 's attempts to 
find a workable scheme for developing land to improve livestock 
output. 

However, eventually a scheme was worked out to divide the 
summer grazing country into separate holdings each grazed by 
about 60 stockowners working together under a manager. A key part 
of the scheme was to start developing the lower winter country with 
grass and clovers - a system almost unknown in that part of the 
world . The lower summer country would also be developed, and 
enable the higher country to be rotationally grazed or even pelled 
for everal seasons. 

The project also included the establishment of woodlot for fuel , 
water supply to villages , crop improvement services, live tock 
breeding services and upgrading the access road so that good and 
produce could be transported over it. 

At last report, the project i going ahead. The World Bank is 
providing some $US9 million for the road and the Canadian 
Government is paying for most of the cost of the four-year pastoral 
development projec.:t. 

ffiC:N C:onferenee postponed 

The international conference on the conservation of natural 
resources in high mountain regions which was to have been held at 
Lincoln College during the first two weeks of February has been 
postponed. 

The conference, ponsored by the International Union for 
Con ervation of ature and atural Resources (IUC ), wa to have 
drawn participants from all over the world and a ew Zealand 
delegation had been selected. 

An extensive tour had been arranged and preliminary prepara
tions for the conference were near completion when word was 
received from IUCN headquarters in Merges, Switzerland, that 
funding was not available for the conference at this time. 

There is a possibility that the conference may be re-scheduled for 
early February 1977 but no confirmation of such a move has yet 
been received by the conference organising committee. 
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NEW ZEALAND'S EXPORT 
TRADE WITH JAPAN 

G. W. Kitson 

Lincoln College 

TRADE DEVELOPMENT 
AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Jn the year ended June 1975, New Zealand's exports to Japan 
totalled about $187 million - a decline of no less than 25 percent 
from 1974. A an export market, Japan therefore has slipped 
markedly in its importance to New Zealand. 

In 1974, Japan took more than 14 percent of New Zealand's 
exports but in 1975 this had slipped to less than 12 percent. This 
prompts the question about Japan as an export market: "Has the 
bubble burst?" Before attempting to answer that question , as well as 
reviewing the trade by major products we have to look at it in 
historical perspective. 

Table I shows that the proportion of New Zealand's exports going 
to Japan has increased steadily since 1958. Over the same period 
exports to the U .K. have decreased drastically while exports to other 
countries have increased minimally by comparison. 

New Zealand's principal substitute market for the United King
dom has in fact been Japan. The only periods apart from 1975 where 
there has been a decline in the proportion of trade to Japan have 
been 1965, a very mild downturn in 1968, and in 1971/ 72 . Thi is of 
particular interest becau e, apart from 1968, these have been the 
only periods of economic recession in Japan since 1958. 

This will help us to view the 1975 decline in trade with Japan in 
better perspective. When a recession occurs in Japan, we can expect 
a substantia l fall-off in our expo rt trade to that country. The 
significant thing about this is that recessions tend to be frequent in . 
Japan, and sharp. 

The Japanese economy has been likened to a skater on thin ice . 
Skate too slowly and the ice breaks. Skaters slow down to negotiate 
corners or bend . Similarly Japan slows and crashes when negotiat
ing new economic circumstances such as the international oil cri is . 

The result i recessions of various magnitudes, decline in imports 
- especially of raw materials - and, on the New Zealand side, cries of 
anguish about the need for stable trade and exhortations to Japanese 
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TABLE 1: Changes in New Zealand's Export Destinations 
Units: Percentage of Total Exports 

Japan U.K. E.E.C. U.S.A. Aust. 

1958 2.4 55.6 Na 14.6 4.1 
1963 4.1 47 .2 17.5 16.7 4.4 
1964 4.8 47.4 18.6 14.7 4.6 
1965 4.3 50.8 16.2 12.3 4.7 
1966 7.5 44.5 14.7 14.1 4.8 
1967 8.8 43.7 11 . 7 15.9 4.9 
1968 8.4 43 .1 10.5 17.0 7.1 
1969 9.0 39.2 12.3 17.4 7.7 
1970 9.8 35.9 11 .1 15.5 8.1 
1971 9.2 34.6 10.8 17.2 8.0 
1972 9.6 30.9 10.8 15.3 8.3 
1973 13.1 27.1 12.8 15.6 7.4 
1974 14.2 20.1 10.8 16.8 10.9 
1975 11 .9 21.9 10.3 11. 7 11 .9 

buyers to buy more consistently. The ability of Japanese buyers to do 
this opens up a completely new topic, because it must be remem
bered that Japanese buyers have to work within the constraints of 
their own economic system, one which is in many ways very different 
from our own and those of our traditional trading partners. 

It is not good enough, or at all efficient or effective, that we 
content ourselves with complaining. We must either take these 
boom-bust periods in our stride or else come up with means for 
diminishing their effects upon our export activities. 

The impact that Japanese boom and bust buying has on New 
Zealand is clear enough. In a list of the main products we export to 
Japan, the pattern is consistent. In 1975, for example, our export 
trade in Japan has seen a decline in mutton , wool, timber, most dairy 
products, fish , dehydrated lucerne, others. Has the bubble burst for 
all of these products? The answer is no. 

Trade in these products will improve when the Japanese economy 
improves. The question of when that will be is related to the " rubber 
ruler" which has been used by economists and politicians alike for 
predicting when the world economy will recover. The answer always 
seems to be "about 6 to 9 months." That is the time by which most 
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people will have forgotten they asked the question! So they ask again 
and get the same answer. 

To recover from the 1975 recession, it seems that Japan must wait 
for world economic recovery. Recovery for Japan usually results 
from a surge in exports. In this case however Japan's export markets 
also are in recession. The alternative - a domestically led recovery 
from recession - has no precedent in recent Japanese economic 
history. The recent apparent upsurge in American ecorromic activity 
is therefore encouraging for Japan, as more than 30 percent of 
Japan's exports go to that country. 

JAPANESE MARKET POTENTIAL 

But when the Japanese economy does recover, there is no 
assurance that Japan will buy increasing proportions of New 
Zealand's export trade. As in the past, this will depend on Japan's 
economic growth rate. Most observers and planners in Japan seem 
to agree that this will be slower than past levels of over 10 percent of 
Gross National Product per year. However, even at the 7 percent 
envisaged for the future , this rate will be nearly twice that of our 
other markets. 

General growth prospects for the Japanese market are therefore 
good. Our major interest is in the future prospects insofar as 
agricultural products are concerned. Put very simply, the prospects 
must be good because (l) the Japanese, along with everyone else, are 
increasing in population, and (2) as the standard of living is quickly 

TABLE 2: Food Consumption Changes in Japan 

Calories per person I day 1970 2,475 1982 2,640 
Protein grams/ person / day 1970 77 1982 90 
(Animal Protein) 1970 32 1982 48 
Fats and Oils 1970 52 1982 74 
Beef and veal 1970 298,000 1982 1,000,000 

(metric tons / annum) 
Mutton (M.T. / ANN .) 1972 151,000 1977 181,000 
Milk and dairy products 

(M.T. / ANN.) 1970 5,355,000 1982 9,230,000 
Pigmeat (M.T. / ANN.) 1970 708,000 1982 2,240,000 
Poultry (M.T. / ANN .) 1970 517,000 1982 1,445,000 
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improved because of very rapid growth of income, the individual 
Japanese will, as a matter of course, change his or her diet. 

Anticipated changes are shown in Table 2. 
But even a calorie consumption of 2600 calories per person per 

day in 1982 will be an extremely limited amount for a high-income 
society. Today in countries with similar incomes, a figure of over 
3000 is normal. Look at us, the average Kiwi consumes more than 
3300 calories a day, more than do the Australians, Americans, 
British or Canadians. 

What is most important in these consumption increases is that the 
increase in animal protein consumption has gone up markedly. This 
in tum is reflected in projected consumption increases for individual 
products with beef and veal consumption expected to increase about 
three times in the period shown. There is a reason for this. Contrary 
to Wes tern opinion, the Japanese people do not want to restrict their 
diet to rice and fish, as popular as these items are and have always 
been. Beef, once on the menu for only the affluent, is today within 
the price range of many Japanese housewives . 

Despite the current suspension of import quotas for beef and the 
meagreness of the reinstituted quota, prospects for selling beef to 
Japan are extremely good. Jn fact , some observers have suggested 
that the Japanese beef industry is unlikely to recover from its current 
depressed state. This industry, as well as the dairy industry, has been 
suffering from problems of high feed costs, high land and labour 
costs, and effluent disposal problems under intensive farming 
conditions. Th~se have led to a substantial decline in stock numbers . 
The Japanese have found that their intensive farming systems are 
much better suited to pig and poultry production. 

As long as there are difficulties facing the Japanese beef and dairy 
producers, our export potential looks good. But in the case of pig and 
poultry production it appears that Japan's import requirements will 
continue to be in the form of feedstuffs , but increasing nevertheless. 
For New Zealand, this means dehydrated lucerne in particular, 
although prospects for grains also exist if sufficient volumes can be 
produced . Our principal competitor in the Japanese dehydrated 
lucerne market, Canada, appears to have cast advantages and is now 
carrying these into New Zealand's principal supply period from 
February to June. New Zealand's future role in this market will 
depend to some extent on rationalisation of competition with 
Canada. 

Because the main growth area in Japanese wool consumption is 
for carpets , New Zealand can look forward to growth in the carpet 
wo1)l trade with Japan in future, as well as growth in the trade for 
completed carpets. Furthermore, because the Japanese Government 
is actively supporting the housing industry, recovery in this trade can 
be anticipated fairly soon . 
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SUMMARY 

In summary, it appears that the recent severe downturn in trade 
with Japan is temporary only, and longer term prospects for the 
Japanese market from New Zealand's viewpoint remain good 
especially for animal products and carpet wools. In the short term, 
recovery in these markets is likely to be related closely to recovery of 
the world economy and the American economy in particular. 
However, immediate prospects for carpet wools are encouraging. 
With a recent shortage of milk supplies for processing in Japan and 
shortages of pig meat. prospects for butter and mutton also look 
encouraging for the short term. For the long term however, it 
appears that we can look with reasonable optimism toward a 
growing- but periodically fluctuating - market for (I) beef, (2) wool, 
and (3) dairy products. 

Parting twin lambs 

Recent research in England has indicated that, if twin lambs are 
parted at six weeks of age and only one reared on the ewe, the 
mother is in much better condition at the next mating than those that 
have reared both of their twins. 

The trials were conducted at the Great House experimental 
husbandry farm in Lancashire. In addition to leaving the ewe in a 
better condition, it has been found that the single lamb left with the 
ewe does even beuer than a Jamb born as a single. This is attributed 
to the fact that the twin-bearing ewe probably produces more milk 
than one bearing a single Jamb. 

The director of the farm. Mr Harry Mudd, says that if the parted 
lamb is fattened on concentrates. the end result is two fat lambs, 
instead of two stores, from the one ewe. 

He also points out that the ewe, because of her improved 
condition. is likely to have a good lambing percentage in following 
years. 

- Farm News from Britain 

...........__ ::---::_:-:_----~ 
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REVEGETATION OF HIGH 
ALTITUDE DISTURBED 

LANDS 
( Comme 11ts 011 Europe an and 
N orth A m e rican Experiem~e) 

G. A. Dunbar 
Tussock Grasslands and Mountain Lands Institute 

Many people are already aware of the fact that erosion such as we 
have in montane and subalpine areas in the South Island of New 
Zealand is seldom seen outside of this country. I certainly did not see 
a nything similar in areas I visited in Europe and America in 1974. 
Some valleys in the high Pyrenees had glaciated form and screes 
reminiscent of New Zealand but the rock types (largely limestone) 
were very different. 

At the same time, because of the need to protect densely occupied 
valleys in the European Alps, and because of the high intensity of 
skiing use on the mountain ides, there is often a very high degree of 
input to m~intain a strong vegetative cover on land which we might 
not judge particularly unstable. 

In the Austrian Tyrol near Innsbruck, I was fortunate to spend a 
short time with Dr Hugo M. Schiechtl of the Federal Forest 
Research Institute, a leading authority on revegetation. He quoted a 
figure of JOOha of forest in the Tyrol alone, being converted into new 
ski lanes each year with a roughly equivalent area going back into 
forest from high pasture lands. 

Much effort is put into this safe conversion into ski lanes, but there 
i always a risk of disaster. A 45- minute storm two days before I 
visited the Ziller Valley had torn th rough an incompletely stabili ed 
one-year old ski run and had delivered a mud and rock avalanche 
onto the village 1000 metres below. 

INTENSIVE PLANTING 

The revegetation of these areas is very intensive, with techniques 
using combinations of herbaceous sowings with fertiliser, straw 
mulches and often bitumen . Rock piling of watercourses , and tree 
planting may also be added. 
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Dr H. M. Schiechtl of the Federal Forest Research Institute at Innsbruck, Austria, is a 
leading European authority o n revegetation techniques. An English translation of his 
book on the subject is lo be published soon. 

Ground cover is very good in general in the high grasslands, above 
2000m, with grazing in the "geolsalm" or mountain fa rm restricted 
to the June-September period. Pastures are dominantly 
Agrostis/ fescue with Deschampsia but also much red clover. In 
ungrazcd areas it was interesting to see both Deschampsia jlexuosa 
(wavy hair-grass) and the more robust Deschampsia caespitosa 
(tufted hair-grass) in their natural habitat a long with low growing 
shrubs such as Rhododendron, Ca!luna, Vaccinium and Rubus 
providing an excellent ground cover. 

The Torrent and Avalanche Control Service is very active in 
creating even greater protection and stability by planting trees and 
e recting steel avalanche control structures at strategic points at high 
altitude. Young plants of the highest altitude pine Pi nus cembra may 
grow on ly a few centimetres per year but are planted amongst the 
steel structures so that they may eventuaUy take over the avalanche 
control function when the steel has rotted. At slightly lower altitudes 
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Al more rhan :ZOOOm altitude steel avalanche control structures are erected al strategic 
point~ and ~lo" gro,.ing Pmuscembra is planted amongst the strucl11res for permanent 
control. 

fir. spruce. larch and mountain ash have also been planted. In the 
Ziller Valley alone. about IOOO ha have so far been seeded or planted 
for high al titude avalanche control. 

STEEP BANKS 

In the valleys and especially along the modem Brenner Highway a 
tremendous amount of work has been done on steep banks of road 
cuts a nd fills. A major fea ture of Dr Schiechtl's work appeared to be 
his use of a very large number of species, both in herbaceous sowings 
and in tree and pole plantings. He uses about 30 species in grass and 
legume sowings, about one-third of these being legu mes, but says 
that after 12 years the re arc more naturally occurring species present 
then there were ~ow n species. Seeding rate may be in hundreds of 
kilograms/ hectare! 

Fi rst year fertili er application is usually about 300kg/ ha of a 
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10· 10· 15 mixture, followed probably by I00- 150kg/ ha of a 20 
percent nitrogen fertiliser in the second and third years. Although 
modern techniques have speeded up the proce s, an idea of the 
intensity of effort put in may be gained from the fact that 12 year 
ago on the Brenner near Innsbruck, 6 persons spent 3 years working 
on an area of 50 hectares. 

In the Spanish Pyrenees, there seemed little emphasis on, or need 
for, revegetation of the steeplands. On the high altitude grazing 
lands erosion was slight even after several centuries of grazing on 
deforested land, although there are some rather stark exposures on 
some of the steep limestone dip-slopes. On grazed slopes up to about 
I 700m there is good ground cover of red fescue , dogstaiJ , Danthonia, 
Nardus (mat grass), Calluna (heath), and red and white clovers . 

. White clover grows up to about 2000m altitude, and also alpine 
clover (Trifolium alpinum), but generally on oils with a pH of about 
6. A feature of interest here, as in the Tyrol, was the high altitude at 
which clovers thrived. 

A grass which it was suggested might have possi bilities for 
stabilising scree slopes in New Zealand is Lasiagrostis ca/amagrostis, 
a tall growing grass, but which may have limited application because 
of a possible high pH requirement. The need for care in seed 
introductions , particularly from the drier zones south of the 
Pyrenees, was re-emphasised to me, by acquaintance with a dense 
mat forming plant species called Genista, somewhat like 
close-cropped gorse but considerably more rigid. 

IN SCOTLAND 

In the Cairngorm Mountains in Scotland , Dr Neil Bayfield of the 
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology has been studying the results and 
trends following revegetation work by ski-lift operators on ski-lanes 
and tracks at altitudes up to about I IOOm. Here a recommended 
seed mixture is creeping red fe scue, S50 timothy, Canadian timothy, 
New Zealand crested dogstail and Kentucky bluegrass at a total 
seeding rate of 61 · 6kg/ ha. This is sown with an N .P.K. fertiliser 
(13 · 13 · 13) at about 740kg/ ha. Lime and basic slag may be used , and 
bitumen too. but the effort depends ma inly on how much money the 
lift operator feels he can afford. Dr Bayfield found that indigenous 
species come intq these sowings very slowly, and may form as little as 
5 percent of the cover after about 10 years. 

There has recently been a revival of interest in the revegetation of 
high altitude di turbed lands in the western United States. Apart 
from heightened interest in environmental matter , the energy cri is 
has led to plan to develop extremely large open-cast coal mines in 
ome range tales, particularly Wyoming and Montana. There have 

a lso been investigations into pos ible u e of large areas of oi l shale , 
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In the Pyrenees, lasiagroslls calamagrostis is a good stabilising grass on scree slopes. 

as in the Colorado Rockies. Increased recreational pressure in the 
mountains with the development of new ski resorts and tourist 
villages has also accentuated the need for satisfactory revegetation 
techniques. 

A workshop on the subject of revegetation of high altitude 
disturbed lands held at Colorado State University, Fort Collins, in 
1974 focussed attention on lands over 9000 feet (2740m) altitude, 
and it seems that there is little difference in approach to the problem 
to that applying to New Zealand lands. Similar arguments crop up as 
in New Zealand as to whether or not natives only should be used, but 
there are relatively few details about this available from trials. In 
general, revcgctation is thought of as involving a physical tilling of 
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It is in areas of alpine ,·egetation simila r to this in the western U.S. that there is 
concern for re,•egetation following mining for metals such as platinum and chromium. 

the soil, and application from the ground of seed and fertiliser. They 
are fortunate in that slopes in the Rockies are generally much less 
steep than in ew Zealand; on the other hand the use of ground 
machinery nearly always means that seed and fertiliser are applied 
in the autumn, and there may be a high degree of fertiliser loss 
before the bulk of spring growth takes place. The use of fixed-wing 
ai rcraft or helicopters for spring fertilising might improve the success 
rate. but there is generally a very dry period following the spring 
snow melt. 

The principle of using exotic herbaceous species as a nursery for 
the better adapted natives seems well accepted, but as in New 
Zealand there is practically no seed of subalpine and alpine species 
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available for sowing. There are no "wonder species." A mixture has 
been developed by the Climax Molybdenum Co. in trials since 1955, 
first on its own, but recently with Dr Berg of Colorado State 
University. The mixture consists of hard fescue 3lb, White Dutch 
clover 3lb, cocksfoot 3lb, meadow foxtail 3lb , smooth brome 
(Manchar) 6lb, timothy 4'hlb, red top 41/ilb, red fescue 31b - a total of 
301b, with 5-!0lb of Balbo rye as a nurse crop. This will be sown 
usually with about 2001b of 11 · 15 · 20 fertiliser. 

OTHER MIXTURES 

Other mixtures used are rather similar to the above but may 
include slender wheatgrass (A . trachycaulum) and mountain brome 
(B. marginatus). There is possible potential in investigating the use of 
Deschampsia caespitosa. Dr Berg rates foxtails and mooth brome 
best for re-establishment and persistence at high altitudes followed 
by timothy, slender wheatgrass, tall fescue, cocksfoot, and ryegrass 
which establish well but are not so persistent. There are no 
promising native legumes; in fact there has been little success with 
any legumes at high altitude. 

MINED AREAS 

Scientists of the Forest and Range Experiment Stations in Utah 
and Wyoming are working on revegetation projects in strip mining 
areas and also in high altitude mined areas (platinum, chromium, 
iron) at more than 10,000 feet (3050m). A group from Logan, Utah, 
has been collecting native grass seed with a view to establishing high 
altitude nursery areas, as seed production has been poor at low 
altitudes. Dr Brown of this group considers that Deschampsia 
caespitosa, Poa alpina, Phleum alpinum and Trisetum spicatum are 
the most promismg native gras es for high altitude . A general 
fertiliser for high altitude sowings contains about 80lb (36kg) 
nitrogen and 120lb (54kg) phosphorus per acre. 
·One of the points which came out of the Colorado workshop last 

year was that there is at present no Soil Conservation Service plant 
materials centre properly situated to serve central and western 
Colorado or the peculiar problems of the subalpine and alpine. A 
brief visit to the Soil Conservation Service plant materials station at 
Pullman , Washington, indicated that wheatgrasses still dominated 
the scene, particularly developed strains of intermediate wheatgrass, 
but that new strains of Kentucky bluegrass looked very promising. 

NEW PLANTS 

At the Plant Materials Centre at Corvallis, Oregon, two new plants 
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Despite care in convert ing forested areas in the Austrian Tyrol to ski runs, there · is 
always a risk of failure of grassed surfaces under high intensity stonns, such as here in 
a year-old sowing. 

which show promise are a native sickle-keel lupin (Lupinus 
albicaulus) which has a high content of non-toxic alkaloids and 
therefore not likely to be grazed by game animals, and low growing 
"English trefoil," Lotus corniculatus var. arvensis. Lathyris latifolia -
a late flowering perennial pea - crown vetch and milk vetch were 
other promising species. 

Although I did not see examples of cicir milk vetch in the 
mountains Dr Schiechtl had previously spoken of the success of this 
species over a wide range of altitudes in Canada. D r Berg however, 
does not rate it particularly well. 

A notable omission to me in species tested in high altitude sowings 
in the U.S., was Yorkshire fog. This is understandable in view of the 
search for perenniality in the species sown, but the grass could have a 
place as in New Zealand, as a quick coloniser, in a six-week growing 
season. Agrostis species too, appear to have received less attention 
than I expected. 
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JOHN GRAHAM HUGHES 

Graham Hughes was born on a sheep run at Roxburgh on 26 
December 1930. On 13 September 1975 he was knocked down by a 
car in a Christchurch street and died on 9 October without regaining 
consciousness. During that comparatively short life , mainly spent in 
his chosen domain, the 3,700,000 hectares of South Island high 
country, he crammed a total of achievements not approached by any 
other workers in that field. 

During the five years spent at Timaru Boys ' High School, he 
worked during his vacation on such runs as Haldon, Benmore, 
Balmoral and Mount Cook, he enjoying to the full four successive 
periods on the latter. In 1949- 50 he was at Canterbury University for 
his Agricultural Intermediate and spent 1951- 53 at Lincoln College 
to complete the degree of bachelor of agricultural science. It was 
then I first knew him, learned of his aspirations to own his own 
high-country property, appreciated the puckish humour evinced 
especially on field trips, and admired the qualities which I was later 
to see develop and flower in work for the Institute. 

After graduation Graham was self-employed from 1954 to 1957 as 
a contract fencer on South Island runs - Homehills, Mt John, Mt 
Allan, Kuriheka , Salisbury and , for 18 months, on Mt Nicholas. 
During this period of continuous hard work he developed a 
knowledge and understanding of terrain , soils, weather, vegetation, 
stock habits and people that was to be the basis for much of his 
scientific and extension work. During this period he became 
intensely interested in soil and water conservation and mechanical 
fencing devices and in 1958 returned to Lincoln College to take the 
Lincoln Diploma in agricultural engineering and the British 
National Diploma of agricultural engineering, both with honours. 
He impressed his lecturers with "maturity beyond his years , high 
level of intellectual ability and attainment, capacity for sheer hard 
work, unassuming manner hiding a keen analytical mind , deep and 
abiding interest in the high country." 

In December 1958 Graham joined the staff of the Department of 
Agriculture in Kurow charged with working in close liaison with the 
Waitaki Conservation Commission. For the next three years he was 
fully occupied with land capability surveys, the planning and 
designing of tructures for water conservation, the preparation of 
run conservation plans on Tara Hills, Fettercairn and Roseneath , 
and a detailed conservation survey of the Kurow-Awakino river 
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catchment. During this time he was sympathetically conscious of the 
personal and financial problems of the runholders affected by the 
power schemes on the Waitaki River, studied them carefully, and 
developed a deep understanding of the social as well as the economic 
factors involved. (Later when it was decided to raise the level of Lake 
Pukaki, I suggested to the Government that the whole problem of 
run adjustment and compensation in that area be supervised by 
Graham Hughes. Their failure to agree to the proposal left a trail of 
misunderstanding, injustice and bitterness which will be with us for 
a long time.) 

The Tussock Grasslands and Mountain Lands Institute was 
formally inaugurated on 24 May 1960 and I took up my duties as 
director on 7 February 1961. At this time the Institute was still little 
more than an idea but it was obvious that its future depended 
basically on the closest contact with runholders to ensure their 
sympathy and understanding . Accordingly, the Committee of 
Management called applications for a management officer "who 
will be expected to be a major link between the Institute and 
runholders ." From an outstanding field they appointed Graham 
Hughes who commenced his duties in January 1962. The schedule of 
duties - which he accepted enthusiastically - would have frightened 
any ordinary man : 

"To investigate and advise on problems of management 
such as: 

I. Management of improved country and the economics of 
improvement; 

2. Methods of grazing management on unimproved 
country to enable the development of better cover and 
obtain full benefit from the improved country ; 

3. Stock management including balance of sheep and 
cattle, special feeding, and age, sex and breed of stock for 
varying types of country. 

4. Methods of management which will enable adjustment 
of grazing pressure on problem country without upsett
ing the general economy of the run. 

It is planned that he should co-operate with pastoral land 
officers in the preparation of run improvement plans, and 
with soil conservators in the preparation of run conserva
tion plans ; co-operate with workers in the economics of 
high-country properties; and be the liaison between the 
Institute and the authority administering unoccupied land 
adjoining runs, e.g. New Zealand Forest Service, Depart
ment of Lands and Survey, National Parks Authority." 
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It is a measure of Grahams trength and ability that he achieved 
these objects, and many more, all at the high standard he demanded 
of himself and which he expected from those who worked with him . 

Within a few days of commencing with the Institute he accom
panied the Committee of Management on an eight-day tour of parts 
of Otago and Southland, the vi it including Mt Nicholas where he 
had laboured for so long on fencing contracts. It was then I realised 
how deep-seated was his innate modesty. On this and subsequent 
committee tours to Nelson - Marlborough, and Central North 
Island, I had to keep dragging him forward to expound his basic 
knowledge and his views. On these tours, as with special field days 
for runholders and the New Zealand Wool Board, he demonstrated 
his superb organising ability. The modesty referred to was further 
demonstrated when he asked to produce some issues of Review, "just 
for experience." In the first one he produced , No. 7 of March 1964, 
he wrote and illustrated the first detailed account published in New 
Zealand explaining Land Capability Classification. The name of the 
author does not appear above the article . 

Graham's fencing experience soon bore fruit in the first special 
publication of the Institute, " High Country Fencing," which was 
sent to all tussock farmers in September 1962. In this he showed his 
ability to write clearly and succinctly, a "quality appearing in all his 
publications. 

While many of the results of his work appeared only in reports 
now in the files or in letters of advice to runholders, we are fortunate 
in having most of the important papers in Review, in special 
publications of the Institute, and in Lincoln Papers in Re ource 
Management. A study of the following complete list of publications 
shows an almost incredible output for a man who spent so much of 
his time in the field. Nothing in this country approaches for 
meticulous detail and accuracy his monumental study of the changes 
in high-country pastoral production based on information collected 
over the years on several visits to some 300 runs in the South Island . 

In the autumn of 1963 I visited research stations and pastoral 
properties in eastern Australia and spent some time on the property 
of Mr J. G . Watson at Wollongong, N .S.W . Graham was fascinated 
with my story of this southern tablelands run carrying 40,000 
Merinos on 4,860 hectares. He commenced a correspondence with 
Mr Watson but had to wait until December 1969 to meet him. They 
spent three weeks together on Wollongong and adjoining properties, 
the whole stimulating experience capped by visits to research 
stations in New South Wales and Queensland. 

Another overseas visit was to Lesotho, South Africa ,* in 1974 

•Ed. note: Reported on elsewhere in th is issue. 
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when, as range management consultant, he was involved in an 
intensive programme on a combined project of the Food and 
Agriculture Organisation and the World Bank. He worked on a plan 
of development of a large mountain area, aimed at increasing the 
productivity of the kingdom, four-fifths of which consists of steep 
hill country, from 1700 to 2900 metres. (Graham at times felt very 
much at home.) 

From February to May 1975 he spent refresher leave in North 
America where he visited research stations working on animal 
behaviour, diet selection, and grazing management, with a short stay 
in Great Britain with the Nature Conservancy and hill farming 
organisations. 

For the last four years of his life in addition to an ever-increasing 
work load, he undertook research for a thesis for the degree of 
master of agricultural science. The subject was an enquiry in to the 
diet of sheep on two experimen ta] blocks, each of about 70 hectares 
on Ribbonwood Station, North Otago, one undeveloped, the other 
developed by oversowing and topdressing. The method used , faecal 
analysis, involved the identification and micro-photography of 
fragments of cuticle of 121 different plants growing in the blocks and 
recognising and counting them in the faeces. The thesis was 
completed and submitted to the examiners only a day before his 
fatal accident. (A shortened account of this work appeared in Review 
31.) 

Loyalty was one of Graham's prime attributes - loyalty to the 
Institute, loyalty to the other members of the staff, loyalty to his 
clients, the runholders, those proud mountain people who love the 
land as he did. He was by nature a co-operator and officers of several 
Government departments have paid tribute to his assistance, as have 
soil conservators of the South Island catchment authorities and the 
Ministry of Works and Development. He had a natural aptitude for 
appreciating the problems of runholders and such a breadth of 
experience in so many fields that he was able to give sound advice 
almost on demand . His skills in communicating his knowledge and 
ideas were appreciated by farmer and scientist alike. He was equally 
skilled in settling wrangles, in guiding students, in assisting research 
workers to solve intricate problems, in unearthing information, in 
clarifying decisions - all in self-effacing service to the land. 

On 7 March 1968 I was returning with Graham from attendance 
at the centennial celebrations of the Hakataramea Station and of the 
unveiling by the Governor-General of the memorial to high-country 
sheepdogs at Lake Tekapo. As he drove the Landrover past the 
Burkes Pass cemetery, he whimsically commented: "That wouldn't 
be a bad place to finish up." It is appropriate then that he should 
have been buried at Burkes Pass, surrounded by the tussocks and 
mountains which were his life . 
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In the annual report of the Institute for 1972, the chairman of the 
Committee of Management said: "The mutual welfare of mountain 
landscapes and the New Zealand people depends on ability to 
translate knowledge gained from research and observation into 
acceptable practical plans for action by individuals and by the 
community." 

John Graham Hughes was the forefront of that translation. 

L. W. McCaskill 
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~An introduction to the Waitaki' 

Just off the Lincoln College presses is this outstanding book which 
covers the Waitaki from the Alps to the ocean. Written by Prof. K. F. 
O'Connor, it describes in detail the land forms of the Waitaki, the 
climate, the soils, the vegetation, the water resources, the animal 
wildlife of the region and the uses which are being made of the 
resources. 

"An introduction to the Waitaki" is New Zealand's initial 
contribution to the UNESCO Man and the Biosphere programme 
and was published by the Tussock Grasslands and Mountain Lands 
Institute for the New Zealand National Commission for UNESCO. 

A limited number of copies remain available at $4.00 per copy. 
Cheques or money orders should be sent to the Tussock Grasslands 
and Mountain Lands Institute, P.O . Box 56 , Lincoln College, 
Canterbury, indicating the number of copies desired. 
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EXCEPTIONAL SNOW 
STORMS IN THE 
SOUTH ISLAND 

HIGH COUNTRY 

Dr C. J. Burrows 
University of Canterbury 

I have recently been gathering information for a detailed article 
on climatic variations in New Zealand, part of which includes a 
compilation of the years of heavy snowfalls . It seemed likely that 
readers of Review would be interested in this . The most useful 
references are Burnett (1927), Burdon (1938), Beattie (1947) , Harte 
(1956), Gardner (1956), Coulter (1969) , Tomlinson (1970) and 
Pinney (1971) but the best primary sources are station diaries. A 
great deal of human interest and many tales of suffering and tragedy 
lie in the literature but I am not able to include them in this short 
article. They would make a fruitful field for another article, as would 
an analysis of the enormous stock losses which resulted from many 
of the storms. 

Snow falls during each winter in the high country (i.e. above 
IOOOm a.s.l .) of both North and South Islands of New Zealand. Light 
falls, only a few centimetres deep, may occur a few times in most 
winters at altitudes down to 300m. In the eastern South Island, from 
about latitude 42° southward, occasional light falls occur down to 
sea level. Periodically, however, very heavy falls of 30cm or more in 
depth occur (with drifts up to 6m or more) , mainly in the areas above 
600m. These have a marked impact on communications and the 
farming industry. Good records of such falls are available from 1867 
onward and less complete records from 1857 to 1866. They are 
shown in Figure l. 

CRITERIA 

The criteria for inclusion of a year with heavy snowfall in the chart 
are that (l) disruption of communications and / or damage to 
property (such as flattened buildings, damaged forest plantations) 
was outstanding and that (2) severe stock losses occurred. In some 
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YEARS OF EXCEPTIONAL SOUTH ISLAND SNOWSTORMS * PERCENT 
WHOLE OF SOUTH ISLAND 

r867 [1895 1939 1 [1 943 OCCURREN~4 

MARLBOROUGH~"~1 ~1 n~~1--~-~1~1 ~1~11~1~1 ~1 ~1~1~1 ~1-~1~_18 · 8 
CANTERBURY -~1~11 ~l~l~l_ll~~~~l~I ~1~111~1~1~1~1 ~1-~l~I ~11222 
MACKENZIE 
BASI N 

II 11 II I I I I I II 12·8 

OTAGO- 111 1111 ~ I I I I I I 11 I I I 171 
SOUTHLAND 11 I 111 I I 11 111 I I I 11 I I I 11 I I 11 I 111 I 111 I I I 11 I I I 11 I I I 111 I I 11 I I I 

YEAR : 1850 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 19.tO 1950 1960 1970 

--. - AS OEFI NED IN TEXT Fig ure 1. 

OTES : 

1. Most severe snowfa lls occurred in June, July, August but some have occurred 
in April , May and September, October and one (in 1967) in November. 

2. Years with from severa l to many severe snowfa lls and heavy frost, which 
compounded the problems faced by farmers and others, were 1860. 1863 . 1867, 
1868, 1878, 1879, 1888 , 1895, 1903 , 19 11 , 19 13. 191 8, 1939. These were 
va riously recorded as "a very bad year" or " the worst on record" in different 
parts of the cou ntry. In many o ther years on ly one seve re fall occurred. e.g. 
1862. 1884, 1908, 1945, 1967. 

3. Records of yea rs of heavy snowfa ll , since 1940, from Molesworth and the N.Z. 
Electrici ty Departm en t Road , H anmer-Clarence-Wairau , but not noted 
above, a re 1941 , 1942. 1947, 1966. 1968. 

years there were numerous such falls , in others only one. The fast 
criterion implies that the snow fell heavily at unusually low altitudes. 
The parts of the country usually most profoundly affected are those 
among the ranges east of the Main Divide and on the higher plains 
and downlands east of the main ranges from Southland to Marlbo
rough. Occasionally heavy falls have occurred in Westland and the 
North Island. 

In most instances roads were blocked and (in the 20th century) 
telegraph and electric power lines broken for several weeks on end 
after each fall. Use of the second criterion to assess the impact of 
particular storms or groups of storms is not straightforward. Until 
about 1870 and after about 1950 it was common practice to have 
ewes lambing in late winter and early spring. After about 1950 ewes 
were shorn before lambing. Losses were correspondingly high if 
snowstorms occurred then. Some high country sheep stations in 
South Canterbury and Central Marlborough customarily ran sheep 
on country above IOOOm in winter until between 1940 and 1950. 
Losses were always high at more regular intervals on these runs. The 
data for Marlborough , especially those from 1940 onward, are 
almost all drawn from the station diary at Molesworth and are not 
strictly comparable with those from other areas because, not only 
does the homestead lie a t 893m, but most of the grazing land is above 
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lOOOm. Data in such detail are not available for comparison before 
about 1940. 

EFFECTS 

It is notable that not all storms or groups of storm necessarily 
affected the whole of the South Island and that the intensity of 
particular storms was greater in some places than others. Relatively 
snowstorm-free periods were the decade from 1850- 1860, the 
decade from 1890- 1900 (with one exceptionally bad year, the worst 
on record , 1895), the decade from 1900-1910 and (excluding the 
Molesworth data) the period from 1940- 1970, broken by only a few 
heavy falls. More bad years are clustered between 1860- 1880 last 
century and 1920-1940 this century than in any other two-decade 
period. 

Usually the winters with heavy snowfall were accompanied by 
periods of hard frost when some exceptional conditions of formation 
of ice were noted (e.g. on Lyttelton Harbour in 1878 and 1895 and on 
Otago Harbour at various times). Several snowstorms caused loss of 
human life either from avalanches or when travellers died of 
exposure or freezing. 

WEATHER CONDITIONS 

The frequency of severe storms between 1860- 1880 and 
1920-1940 and the severity of the 1895, 1903, 1911 , 1913 and 1918 
winters imply that these were periods of cooler climate than 
otherwise has been experienced in the present century. This raises 
the question of the weather conditions which favour exceptional 
snowfalls. 

The usual synoptic meteorological situation seems to be the 
occurence ofa depression east of New Zealand or far to the south or 
south-west and an anti-cyclone to the west or south-west of the 
South Island. Between the two systems flows of cold, sub-polar air in 
south-westerly to south-easterly directions bring snow. There are 
numerous variations on the theme, as outlined by Coulter ( 1969) and 
fronts and troughs may be involved. The November 1967 snow was, 
as described by Tomlinson (1967) , the result of complex conditions 
when a very cold air flow between a high centred south-west of 
Tasmania and a low centred south-east of Campbell Island wedged 
under a moist, unstable warm front associated with a low in the 
Tasman Sea east of Sydney. It appears that conditions favouring 
snowfalls were more frequent last century and in the 1920s and 
1930s than they were in the 1950s and 1960s. This presumably 
resulted from a northerly shift of the Sub-Antarctic low pressure 
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belt. Supporting evidence for this is the enlarged state of New 
Zealand glaciers at the same times (Burrows 1973, Sara 1970) and 
the appearance of icebergs in much lower latitudes than normal in 
the oceans of the Southern Hemisphere in 1852- 60, 1891- 97, 
1904-12, 1922-24 and 1935- 39 (Burrows and Greenland , in prepa
ration). The outbreak of icebergs in 1904-12 does not correspond 
with a period of frequent snowstorms, but it was a cold period in 
New Zealand (Coulter 1973). 

Illustrations of some of the heavy snowfalls are to be seen in 
Hughes (1969, 1974), Donaldson (1974) and in newspapers of the 
corresponding dates. 

UNPREDICTABLE 

Although it is a reasonably safe assumption that there will be 
more bad snow years in future it is not possible to predict when the 
next one will occur. The change in weather patterns since late 1973, 
so that New Zealand seems to be subject to more influxes of 
sub-polar air than in the previous two decades, might be indicative 
of a greater likelihood of the occurrence of such storms but we must 
wait and see. The meteorologists should be asked to improve 
short-term forecasts of times when severe snow-storms will probably 
occur. In any case it will be wise to maintain vigilance so that, when 
there is a storm, the necessary action can be swiftly taken. 

I would be interested to know of any information which could be 
used to augment the tabulation of severe snow years. 
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Towards fuUilling our role . • • 

One of the stated objects set forth in the Cabinet minute which 
established the Tussock Grasslands and Mountain Lands Institute 
reads: "To provide a centre to facilitate the co-ordination of all 
research aimed to protect and improve the tussock grasslands and 
mountain lands, and to make this information readily available to all 
interested people and organisations." 

The inaugural meeting of the Institute's Committee of Manag
ment in May 1960 re-iterated the information-gathering role of the 
Institute and vowed "to disseminate the information gained and to 
make recommendations on its application." 

And the restated role of the Institute decided by the Committee of 
Management in 1971 stated , in part: " ... presenting at every 
opportunity information of immediate and long-term benefit to the 
region." 

Unlike many other publications which have increased their 
subscription charges in an attempt to counter inflationary rises in 
printing and paper costs, Review is now issued free of charge to the 
aforementioned "all interested people and organisations." And to 
further our goal, subsequent issues of Review wilJ have a " new look" 
designed to improve presentation and readability. 

It will still fit in your pocket. 
- Editor 
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HIEBACllJM
GOOD OR BAD? 

In recent years many people experienced in the high country 
have noted the rapid increase of Hieracium or hawkweeds. The 
greatest concern has been in the drier areas where two species, 
Hieracium pilosel/a and H. praealtum, are forming extensive 
mats to the apparent exclusion of other species. Recently a 
meeting was organised by the Tussock Grasslands and Mo~n
tain Lands Institute to review the knowledge of the species as a 
basis for future management and study. The following is a 
summary of the information presented to that meeting. 

SPECIES 

Hieraciums are among a large number of broadleaved rosette 
plants, with small or large dandelion-like flowers, commonly found 
in the tussock grasslands. Altho ugh there are seven species of 
Hieracium or hawkweed in New Zealand, the two species, H. 
pilosella and H. praealtum are the only species of widespread 
concern at the present. Five other species of rosette plants are of 
practical interest in the high country0 although none so far has been 
regarded as a general problem. They are listed below with the 
hawkweeds. 

Hawkweed 
Hieracium pilosella or mouse-ear hawkweed 
Hieracium praealtum or kingdevil 

Other rosette plants 
Hypochaeris radicata or catsear 
Leontodon taraxacoides or hawkbit 
Crepis capillaris or hawksbeard 

' Taraxacum ojjicinale or dandelion 
Microseris scapigera 

Of these only Microseris scapigera is a native; the rest have been 
introduced. 

Although similar in general appearance, the seven can be divided 
into two distinct groups, and within these each species can be 
recognised using a single feature as follows: 

A. Rosette plants with entire (not lobed or toothed) hairy leaves 
forming-mat like colonjes: 

Hieracium pilosella (Fig. I) - leaves white-woolly under
neath 
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The dense mat structure rom1ed by /-lieracium p1/osella i~ n chnracterislic or the plants. 

Hieracium praealwm (Fig. 2) - leaves bluish or reddish 
green 

B. Rosette plants with lobed or toothed, hai ry or hairless leaves 
not forming mat-like colonies: 

1-/ypochaeris radica1a - surface a nd margins of leaf with 
short unbranched hairs 
Leontodon 1ara.xacoides - surface and margins of leaves 
with short forked hairs 
Crepis capil/aris - margins of leaf hairless 
Taraxacum officinale - leaf stalks hollow 
Microseris scapigera - extremely narrow grasslike leaves 

A more complete description of these and other rosette pla nts is 
given by Mr A. J. Healy in his book " Identification of Weeds and 
Clovers," published in 1970 by the New Zealand Weed and Pest 
Control Society. 
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ORIGIN, SPREAD 
AND PRESENT DISTRIBUTION 

All species of Hieracium originally came from Europe and were 
probably introduced into New Zealand as impurities in lines of crop 
or pasture seed. 

H. pilosella is the most widespread and troublesome of the species, 
and now occurs from sea level to 1500m (4000ft) altitude throughout 
most of the North and South Island . It was first reported from the 
Ashburton area in 1919, with spasmodic reports in subsequent 
decades. It did not appear in any of the pre-war publications on the 
high country and even in the early 1960s was still being recorded as 
an uncommon species in the Mackenzie Country. Similarly it was 
first seen in the Awatere in 1953, though by 1973 it occupied much of 
the open ground. 

H. praealtum has a similar history in that it was still a relative 
novelty in early post-war years but has shown a rapid increase in the 
last 20 years. It is now rare to locally abundant in modified tussock 
grassland and on dry river terrace country in Marlborough, Canter
bury and Otago. However it may not yet have spread to the North 
Island. 

The reason for the rapid increase of Hieracium in the past decade 
is not clear, though some people have mentioned that, like brier, it 
followed the major decrease in rabbit populations. While the initial 
spread must have been by seed, the more important factor now is the 
vegetative extension of established plants. 

HABITAT PREFERENCES 

No consensus was reached among the 11 people at the meeting on 
the habitat requirements of the different Hieracium species, and this 
is a field requiring further research. There was agreement that H. 
pilosella reached its greatest abundance on the sunny, low rainfall 
tussock country and probably more on fertile , disturbed soils. But it 
was present in most types of grassland up to l 500m. It was suggested 
that H. praeaJtum favours wetter, shadier, less fertile areas, often 
with more dense fescue cover or even open shrubland. 

Presence in drier zones and on · riverbeds indicates a well deve
loped drought tolerance. 

The species have no known diseases or insect pests. 

GRAZING BY ANIMALS 

It is thought that sheep show a grazing preference for H. 
praealtum as compared with H. pilosella. However there is a 
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suggestion from Molesworth that cattle do not graze H. praealtum. 
Others think that only the flower and seed heads are grazedjand that 
this may have limited the spread of Hieracium during the rabbit era. 

Examination of sheep diet by Mr J. G. Hughes of the Institute on 
Ribbonwood Station shows that Hieracium species are distinctly 
sought after by sheep, less so in autumn than at other times, but even 
then they are "preferred species." 

There were conflicting views on whether grazing at different times 
of the year affected the rate of spread. It was considered that grazing 
of Hieracium species may be subject to several interacting cir
cumstances, particularly those relating to animal preference, soil 
fertility and rainfall. Concern was expressed on the rate of increase 
in any area where stock have been removed, e.g. reserves or some 
retired land. 

The farmers ' worry is that even though it provides plant cover, the 
total herbage production from a Hieracium dominated sward is less 
than that from the vegetation it replaces. General indications are 
that the productivity of Hieracium is very low relative to fertilised 
improved ·pasture species, but that its ability to survive and make 
some growth in the unimproved situation should not be disregarded. 

Two further points are that Hieracium species, along with other 
dandelion-like plants have a high mineral content, and that in 
Canada H. pilosella is grown as a crop for the commercial produc
tion of a drug "Piloselline" which is used against brucellosis. 

EFFECT ON OTHER PLANTS 

Hieracium species have increased rapidly in tussock grasslands 
and in some areas have replaced all other inter-tussock vegetation. 
In some cases the tussocks themselves appear to be.on the way out. 
This kind of situation is difficult to explain in terms of conventional 
understanding of plant competition. An explanation may lie in 
inhibiting chemicals released by H ieracium 

Laboratory experiments by the Grasslands Division of the 
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research studied the effect 
of water extracts of 20 tussock grassland plant species on germina
tion of some of the common oversowing species. Extracts of H. 
pilosella were among the most depressive on germination. This work 
is being continued by Mr W. Makepeace of the University of 
Canterbury. He found from the overseas literature that Hieracium 
species have been implicated in a number of cases of release of 
chemicals which inhibit other plants. In H. pilosella the material is 
the chemical "umbelliferone." Concentrations as low as 10 ppm 
suppress root growth of other plants. 

The substance occurs in the leaves of H. pilosella but not in the 
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This mat of H ieracium praealtum has completely taken over part of th is paddock even 
excluding tussock. 

roots, and not at all in H. praealrum. Its entry into the soil is probably 
from the leaching of dead leaves rather than of green leaves. The 
greater problem of H. pilosel/a in the drier areas may relate to the 
lack of rainfall to leach this chemical from the soil. 

It was agreed that while soil chemical depressants may be a prime 
factor in the competitive ability of Hieracium it is unlikely to be the 
only factor, particularly since umbelliferone is not present in H. 
praealtum. While the effects of such substances may be important in 
the establishment stage, Hieracium species also have the ability to 
survive under very difficult conditions where many other species 
fail. A massive root production may be one factor. There does not 
seem to be any practical measure at present to counteract this 
chemical inhibition. 
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SOIL CONSERVATION 

Hieracium species form good ·ground cover and can colonise or 
spread into areas of bare soil. This is a characteristic which few other 
species have. However there was concern at the likely increase in 
runoff, snow avalanching, or erosion where Hieracium species 
replace good tussock cover on steep slopes. 

CONTROL 

No control methods are known at this stage. Weedicides, while 
very costly may be applicable in some instances. Overseas work 
would indicate that dicamba at !kg/ ha active ingredient just after 
flowering should be effective. There is no New Zealand experience 
but the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries is initiating trials. 

There are reports that control can be achieved with normal 
oversowing and topdressing. However, since Hieracium species are 
also known to occur in high fertility cultivated pasture, it is expected 
that while oversowing and topdressing may partly suppress Hiera
cium species it is unlikely to eliminate them. The main justification 
for treatment is the increased carrying capacity from fertilised 
improved species. 

If low cost control methods are developed, then it is likely to be 
some combination of time, intensity, or duration of stock control. At 
present there is no indication of what the correct combination might 
be. Trial work has been started by Grasslands Division, DSIR, at 
Sawdon and Ruataniwha Stations in the Mackenzie country, using 
both stock control and oversowing techniques. 

Long-term control will depend on understanding the biology of 
the species and Mr W. Makepeace is continuing study of germina
tion characteristics, seasonal growth patterns, rates and method of 
spread, effect of chemical depression on other plants, drought 
tolerances, and comparison with other broadleaved species. 

SUMMING UP 

On the credit site, Hieracium produces forage where most species 
do not survive. It is a "preferred species" by sheep, and may have 
some special feed value. 

On the debit side, Hieracium can eliminate other plants through 
chemical or other competitive effects thus reducing forage quantity 
and siversity; by changing the form of the vegetation it may alter 
erodibility and snow holding capacity. It is an aggressive alien in 
scenic and allied reserves. 

Any comments or observations on the Hieracium problem will be 
gratefully received - please forward them to the Institute. 
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THE CASTLE HILL 
BUTTERCU P 

L. W. McCaskill 
Honorary Ranger 

This plant is confined to an area of 6 hectares of limestone debris 
in a gently-sloping basin surrounded by limestone cliffs and tors 
west of the homestead of Castle Hill run at an altitude of760 metres. 
Until 1948 it was con fined to an area of only 1 · 4 hectares and 
because of trampling by stock and defoliation by sheep and hares 
was in danger of extinction, the number of plants then being 32 
(possibly a few more) . 

The plant which is rarely more than !Ocm tall has a stout , 
sometimes branched , rhizomatous rootstock which grows normally 
downslope . From the rootstock, fleshy roots up to 30cm long 
descend vertically. Plants see m to thrive best when the top of the 
rootstock is from 3 to 5cm below the surface. The deciduous leaves 
are radical on stiff petioles, 3 to 7cm long and up to 6cm in diameter, 
three-lobed with the lobes overlapping and the margins finely 
toothed or crenate. The leaves are greyish-green to ashen-purple in 
colour, somewhat flesh y, and with brown epidermal pits. Seedlings 
have tuber-like rootlets . 

Flowers are produced from early October to early December. The 
five sepa ls are pale ye llow and 5mm or more long. The flower is 2 · 5 
to 5cm in diameter with five to eight (sometimes more) round-tipped 
golden petals and a dense cluster of yellow stamens. The fruiting 
heads are small, globose, with few achenes, the style subulate and 
curved. A feature, probably an adaptation to the fine debris which is 
the preferred habitat, is a reflexing of the pedicels of the ripening 
fruits downwards between the leaf bases. The attached fruit s are 
pushed into the loose (and usually moist) debris beneath the leaves. 

ln 1940 the average number of leaves per plant was 3 ·5 ; yet a 
plant in the homestead garden had 200 leaves, another had 60. 
Plants with three and four leaves were fenced and six years later had 

• Ra111mcu/11s paucifolius described by T. Kirk in "The Students' Flo ra of New Zea land." 1899 and Ra111mc11/us 
crithmifolius ssp. paucifolius described by F. J. F. Fisher. Bulletin 165. OSI R. "The Alpine Ranunculus of New 
Zealand." 1965. Sir J. D. Hooker included this pla n! in his ci rcumscripLion of R. chordor/1 ir.os in his ·· Handbook of 
the cw Zea land Flora:· 1867. 
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CASTLE HILL 
BUTTERCUP DISTRIBUTION 

~ :;~ ~.i DECEMBER 1949 llNOVEMBER 1974 

~ 
N 

I 
AREA 6·4 ha 

c:O~· -·~~~==~-.t , SCALE 1:1600 

twenty and twenty-three respectively. 
In 1948 the owners gave 5 · 5 ha of freehold on the east side and 

surrendered 0·9 ha from the leasehold on the adjoining crest. The 
total of 6 · 4 ha was fenced by Lincoln College students in March 
1948 and declared a Reserve for the Preservation of Flora and 
Fauna in Ju ly 1954. The protection was, however, effective from the 
time the fence was erected. Seeds were sown and seed lings or 
divisions of plants planted in new sites until, by 1972, there were 
approximately 300 plants. These were pegged by "clumps" in 1973 
and the pegs accurately surveyed. Present policy is to sow seed in 
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proximity to existing plants, especially those on the "new" sites. It is 
thought that all favourable sites are now inhabited. 

With the exclosure of stock both native and introduced plants 
especially Poa acicularifolia, Hieracium pilose/la, H. praealtum, H. 
lachenalii and Chrysanthemum /eucanthemum, stabilised part of the 
loose debris and competed with the Ranunculus, reducing the 
flowering and even causing death. Since about 1962 all plants have 
been kept free of all competing growth. 

In addition to the Ranunculus the following plants found in the 
reserve, while not confined to it, are not found outside the Castle H ill 
Basin: Carex inopinata, Wahlenbergia brockieii, Myosotis colensoi 
and M. traversii var cinarescens. 

Strange eolleetion 

Who ever would have thought that there would be such a thing as 
a convention of barbed wire collectors? 

Yet, such conventions are held on a regular basis in the 
Mid-western states of the U.S. This was revealed recently by a visitor 
to New Zealand, Mr Lee Butler, recently retired agricultural 
consultant to the Mono-hy Seed Division of the Great Western 
Sugar Company, based in Denver, Colorado. 

Mr Butler arrived at Lincoln one day recently and asked to be 
shown around the Crop Research Division of the DSCR. In the 
course of his tour he revealed that he would dearly like to have an 
18-inch piece of New Zealand barbed wire. For nearly half an hour 
this priority project took precedence over the other more technical 
aspects of his visit. 

An appropriate piece of rusted barb was eventually tracked down 
and the required 18-inch length twisted off. It was, in Mr Butler's 
opinion, a true collectors' item inasmuch as it had barbs 3 inches 
apart; none of the 6-inch species could be located. 

Not counting his most recent acquisition, Mr Butler had a 
collection of 351 pieces of barbed wire from all over the world and 
his prize New Zealand piece will be a highlight of his next exhibit at 
the next barbed wire collectors' convention. 

If any reader has an unusual piece of barb around, he might want 
to send it on to Mr Butler to add to his collection. 

- J. Malcolm 
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ANNUAL REPORT 

OF THE 
TUSSOCK GRASSLANDS 

AND MOUNTAIN 
LANDS INSTITUTE 

FOR THE 
YEAR 1974 /75 

MANAGEMENT OF THE INSTITUTE 

The Committee of Management elected Mr A. S. Scaife chairman 
in 1974 and Mr L. P. Chapman vice-chairman. During the year the 
Committee of Management welcomed the appointment of Mr A. A. 
Innes of the Waitaki Catchment Commission to the Committee of 
Management of the Institute on the nomination of the Catchment 
Authorities Association. 

Mr J. Y. Morris, director of the Forest and Range Experiment 
Station, N.Z. Forest Service, Rangiora, succeeded Mr J. T. Hollo
way, Dr E.W. Wright succeeded Mr I. L. Baumgart as nominee of 
the director general of Department of Scientific and Industrial 
Research after Mr Baumgart took up the post of Commissioner for 
the Environment. 

Mr R. C. Dixie replaced Mr A. F. Greenall after his retirement 
from the Water and Soil Division and Professor J . D . Stewart 
succeeded Sir Malcolm Burns as principal of Lincoln College. 

In view of these changes, the chairman and Mr J. M. Wardell 
visited all Government nominees at their Wellington offices during 
the year for an exchange of views aimed at clarifying understanding 
of the role and state of the Institute. 

The outcome was the current policy statement adopted unani
mously at the meeting on 2 August 1974, enunciated by the 
chairman in his report to the meeting: 

(1) It was generally agreed that there is need for the continuing 
role of the Institute (and for the purpose of recording in this 
report I quote) "to collate and contribute to knowledge and 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

understanding of the region, to devise methods for optimum 
use of resources, to advocate and promote education in such 
methods and information of immediate and long term benefit 
for the region and to stimulate relevant research in the region, 
correlating and facilitating research by participating in co
operative research." 
One field in which the Institute should become more active is 
that of the collection, evaluation and dissemination of relevant 
information, this to be available in suitable form to all parties 
with an interest in the welfare of tussock grasslands and 
mountain lands. 
Consideration should be given to providing assistance to Mr J. 
G. Hughes. There is a particular need for expansion and 
continuity in his field with particular reference to investigation 
of management systems and extension activities. This Institute 
sees the appointment of an assistant to Mr Hughes as a high 
priority in future appointments. 
The Committee of Management proposes a moderate increase 
in staffing. This desirably should be at least six professional 
officers and supporting staff. The director may make recom
mendations for consideration by Committee of Management 
from time to time, for any further expansion especially in the 
event that additional funds are available for example by way 
of a contract nature. One of the Institute's greatest attributes is 
its ability to work effectively as a relatively small and efficient 
team. 
Some research work particularly of a co-operative nature is 
necessary but this should be balanced with the Institute's other 
functions. 
Greater use may be made of university personnel in certain 
projects so that a necessary work programme could be 
intensified without adding to or oyerloading existing staff. 
It was suggested that brief interim reports be submitted to the 
Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council in order to keep 
its members more regularly informed. Highlights of works in 
progress would be made available on a regular· basis by the 
director to the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council 
and the National Water and Soil Conservation Authority. 
An executive committee of the Committee of Management 
shall be established to consider matters of an urgent nature 
which may arise between meetings. The constitution of this 
executive committee shall be the chairman, de·puty chairman 
and secretary of the Committee of Management, Profes'sor J. 
D. Stewart (principal) , and Professor K. F. O'Connor (direc
tor). 
It is considered imperative that budgets be prepared in line 
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with established procedures both of the College and the Soil 
Conservation and Rivers Control Council. 

(10) Indications are that all Government departments involved 
envisage the Institute's role as being complementary to their 
particular interests but in varying degrees and could delegate 
certain work accordingly. 

(11) The need for the Institute to maintain good public relations 
with high country runholders , other tussock grassland and 
mountain land users and organisations involved in the tussock 
grasslands is re-affirmed. 

On Good Friday 1975 the Institute was bereft by the sudden death 
of its inaugural member and vice-chairman since its inception, Leo 
Palmer Chapman of Inverary. As nominee of the New Zealand 
Wool Board and later also as a liaison with the New Zealand Meat 
Board, Mr Chapman gave the Institute the benefit of mature and 
practical wisdom for 15 years. With Mr David McLeod he had been 
involved in the earliest discussions between the High Country 
Committee of Federated Farmers and Lincoln College that led 
eventually to the establishment of the Institute. During this time he 
also served on the Tussock Grasslands Coordinating Committee 
which has functioned as an extended Soil Conservation Committee 
of the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council. 

His chairmanship of the Wool Research Organisation for many 
years served to maintain excellent relationships between the 
Institute and that organisation as well as with the producer boards. 
His continual emphasis on the information-gathering and extension 
role of the Institute, especially in the management sector, has been 
rewarded in the excellent standing and valuable service which the 
Institute now demonstrates in this area. 

WORK PROGRAMME 

The continued financial constraints under which the Institute has 
functioned for the last few years have resulted in no new work 
programme developments during 1974/ 75 . Existing projects have 
been maintained and substantial progress has been made in all 
sectors of the work programme. Notable in this respect has been the 
completion of major studies in the insects sector. During the year the 
Committee of Management considered the role of entomological 
research in the Institute. A group consisting of Dr E. Wright, 
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research nominee on the 
Committee of Management, the director, Professor K. F. O'Connor, 
and the director of the Entomology Division, Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research, Dr J. M. Hoy, was convened to 
consider this topic, taking account of the current programme of the 
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Entomology Division and of the recent discussions between the 
DSIR and the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries concerning their 
respective roles in entomological field research. This group recom
mended that the entomological research of the Institute be oriented 
to the management conditions and requirements of tussock grass
lands. Entomological studies are therefore included in the manage
ment sector of the Institute work programme. 

CORE PROGRAMME 

Active liaison has been maintained with the Department of Lands 
and Survey, in particular with reference to advice on revegetation 
sowings on parts of the Molesworth run, but also in consultation and 
advice on details of management plan proposals. Staff of the 
Institute were responsible also for the organisation and preparation 
of a revegetation course for about 30 participants from catchment 
authorities and Government departments. The course was sponsor
ed by the Water and Soil Division of the Ministry of Works and 
Development and held at Lincoln College. 

SUBMISSION TO CAUCUS 

COMMITTEE ON Nox1ou sANIMALS 

The results of a survey of the attitude of runholders to noxious 
animal control, hunting, and other recreational activities were used 
as the basis of a submission to the Caucus Committee. 

The survey showed that about three quarters of high country 
run holders were not in favour of the eradication of deer, and about 
one-quarter were. About one-quarter of the runs in regions of 
highest deer abundance had been approached for shooting rights 
but only 13 runs of the 302 surveyed, or 4 percent, had accepted 
money in return for them. 

Only 19 of the runs (and these mostly in the "gorge" area) 
provided any form of public recreation facility on a commercial 
basis but most made huts available free on request to trampers and 
climbers. Shooters known to the occupier were often given the same 
privilege. 

COUNTY DISTRICT SCHEM E 

The Institute considered the implication to future land use which 
could result from proposals made in the provisional Ashburton 
County Scheme. As a result, the Institute made a formal objection to 
the scheme. Comments made by the Institute chiefly related to -

(i) boundaries and proposed objectives and uses of high-altitude 
areas ; 
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(ii) possible intensification of pastoral farming on land zoned 
with consideration for scenic purposes. 

In general, the proposed district scheme was considered to be a 
significant step forward in county planning for land use. The 
Institute has sought to improve the practice of rural planning by 
working from the principles of resource use capability outlined in 
the 1973 annual report. 

At the same time it has attempted to have the District Scheme 
accord with rather than conflict with the land and catchment 
management programmes of the regional and national bodies 
responsible for resource management. 

As the year was drawing to a close, the Institute was invited to 
examine and make submissions on the proposed Mackenzie County 
District Scheme. It is probable that further calls on the abilities and 
standing of the Institute are likely to be made in the future. 

LIAISON WITH OTH ER AG ENCIES 

In addition to the service work carried out in connection with 
revegetation at the request of the Department of Lands and Survey 
and the Ministry of Works and Development, the Institute has 
maintained contact through lectures, field days and laboratory visits 
with most of the groups involved in research and extension in the 
tussock grasslands and mountain lands. The appointment of the 
director to the Advisory Committee for the Protection Forestry 
Branch of the Forest Research Institute has allowed the Institute to 
maintain closer familiarity with the expanding programme of the 
Forest and Range Experiment Station. All of the Institute's research 
involves active participation by at least one other agency in each 
programme area. 

Members of the Institute have been committed for several days on 
data gathering, analysis and compilation of reports for the Technical 
Committee of the newly established Mountain Catchments Com
mittee of the National Water and Soil Conservation Authority. 

TUSSOCK GRASSLANDS AND MOUNTAIN 
LANDS INSTITUTE SECTOR WORK 
PROGRAMME SUMMARY 1974/75 

SECTORS 

EROSION 

ACTIVITIES INVOLVED 

Torlesse sediment study. (Preliminary 
assessment of related catchments.) 
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REVEGETATION 

MANAGEMENT 
(including INSECTS) 

RESOURCES 

SYSTEMS 

EROSION SECTOR 

Su balpine field studies. 
Plumegrass studies. 
Native grass nurseries. 
Soil-plant adaptation studies. 

Grazing animal behaviour studies. 
Feed quality studies. 
Coopers Creek grazing pressure studies. 
Fescue tussock insect damage assessments 
in relation to past and current manage
ment. 
Tall tussock insect damage assessment in 
relation to past and current management. 

Pastoral run production survey . 
Pastoral land utilization surveys. 
Land evaluation for production purposes. 
Vegetation condition and trend studies. 

Tall tussock grassland ecology studies. 

TORLESSE CO-OPERATIVE PROGRAMME 

Work during 1974 concentrated on investigations of catchment 
geology and hydraulic character of stream channels. 

Mrs Jocelyn Campbell, Geology Department, the University of 
Canterbury, supervised two studies. Mr Michael Mardin studied the 
nature and age relationships of terrace and fan deposits in the Kawai 
Valley and Mr Lindsay Main studied the complex structural geology 
of the Torlesse catchment. 

Mr D . R. Gordon and students from the Civil Engineering 
Department, University of Canterbury, established survey control 
points for both channel surveys and aerial photographic interpreta
tions. 

Institute staff studied the Torlesse and Kawai channels for details 
of the pool-riffle systems, changes in bed morphology between and 
within storms, sediment sizes and water surface profiles. 

The yield and transport rates of suspended and bed load sedi
ments were measured during 10 storms. From this information and 
the data about changes of sediment stored in the river channel new 
insights have been gained into the relationships between land 
stability and channel stability. 

The Torlesse stream channel is steep and from the basic principles 
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of fluvial geomorphology it would be reasonable to expect a fairly 
high rate of down-wearing. However, in addition to occasional rock 
bars which would control the rate of down-cutting, the channel 
contains large stones and rocks which become aligned to form a 
series of riffles and pools. These provide a simple but effective 
means of dissipating the energy of water flowing down the steep 
channel. (If not dissipated this energy would be available to entrain 
and transport sediment.) 

The pool-riffle system appears to be an effective means of 
providing safe discharge of water at both low and high flows 
providing that the channel does not also have to dispose of detritus 
from land slope erosion. When slope failure deposits debris in the 
channel in a complex chain of events is set in motion. As the detritus 
spreads wave-like through the downstream channel it fills the pools 
and causes the water level at each pool to rise . 

Where this increase is sufficient to drown the riffle the mechanism 
for dissipating energy is lost. The excess stream energ is then 
available to entrain detritus from the riparian land. Should this 
erosion undercut a steep, potentially unstable slope, the slope's shear 
resistance will be reduced and the risk of new slope failure increased . 
The complex response to slope failure at a site is at present 
understood in only a qualitative sense. It is the subject of continuing 
study. 

The measurement of sediment yields and transport rates at the 
vortex tube control section has shown that great variability exists 
between and within flood events. Results to date however show that 
the stream's ability to transport sediment greatly exceeds the amount 
actually moved. Thus, the yield of sediment from this mountain 
catchment appears to be more dependent upon supply than on flow. 

The implications of this finding are the subject of further study. 

REVEGETATION SECTOR 

REVEGETATION TRENDS 

Although the primary objectives of learning the fertiliser needs in 
revegetation of eroded sur(aces have been completed from the high 
altitude plots established in 1966, these plots are being maintained 
and monitored for vegetation trends. 

Records show that the long term effect of moderate levels of lime 
treatment upon white clover can be very beneficial, as opposed to 
some earlier observed depressive effects. In several localities, a 
two-fold increase in ground cover provided by white clover plants 
can be attributed to the application of lime at 500kg/ ha in 1966. 
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Progress in recovery towards a native vegetation is slower than 
hoped for. There is much variation amongst sites in this respect and 
it appears that in many situations it may take 10 years for natives to 
make a start. The most common native invaders of the .sites so far 
have been mosses, Luzula, Stellaria gracilenta, Raoulia subsericea, 
Epilobium, Blechnum, Agrostis and Lachnagrostis, Notodanthonia, 
Poa colensoi and Celmisia spectabilis, although as yet native cover 
does not exceed 10 percent of all vegetation on any one site. Sheep's 
sorrel (Rumex acetosel/a) is an adventive increasing in some sites. 

The trend towards recovery into native vegetation is strongest on 
what was a completely bare schist scree at an altitude of 1200 metres 
on a southerly aspect. Although the percentage of stabilising 
vegetative cover is still not high (42 percent at ground), a high degree 
of stability is indicated by numerous lichens on the stones of the 
scree, and moss which constitutes about 5 percent of living cover. 
Mats of Stellaria gracilenta and Cotula are increasing, together with 
Helichrysum filicaule. The feature of this plot is the presence of 
many Poa colensoi andAciphylla plants, now less than !Ocm tall, but 
giving promise of a complete change in physiognomy of the slope in 
a few more years. 

The rapid trend towards a renewal of the native vegetation in this 
area, where there is a closely adjacent seed source, compared with a 
very much slower change on more exposed higher altitude plots, 
more isolated from seed sources, re-emphasises the need for sources 
of native seed for revegetation use. 

Soil-plant adaptability studies have continued, with a glasshouse 
study of five grass species tolerant of low soil fertility. The species 
were Yorkshire fog (Holcus lanatus), browntop (Agrostis tenuis), 
wavy hairgrass ( Descham_psia flexuosa), fine-leaved sheep's fescue 
(Festuca tenuifolia), and blue tussock (Poa colensoi). These grasses 
have been grown on the low fertility topsoil of a high country 
yellow-brown earth. All have proved to be tolerant of the moder
ately acid soil conditions with very litle response to liming treat
ments; all species responded markedly to added phosphorus, while 
Yorkshire fog, browntop and fine-leaved fescue in addition were 
capable of high yields when nitrogen was applied along with the 
phosphorus. Growth of the high-altitude strain of the native blue 
tussock generally compared unfavourably with these same three 
introduced grasses over the whole range of fertility treatments. 

Small scale trials in field situations to compare adaptabilities of 
two strains of Lotus with Pawera red clover (tetraploid) and Huia 
white clover, show that in the open eroded situations both the red 
and the white clover have better survival rates than the two Lotus 
strains. However, the vigour of surviving Lotus plants and ability to 
set seed suggests that in the long term they will match the other 
legumes. 
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In a mid-altitude ungrazed situation with existmg tall tussock 
cover, survival and herbage production from the Lotus strain have 
been superior to Pawera red, and Huia white clover. 

MANAGEMENT SECTOR 

GRAZING BEHAVIOUR 

There is much circumstantial evidence that sheep prefer to graze 
country which has been oversown and topdressed compared to 
country which has not. If this is so, developing the lower slopes of 
summer grazing blocks could conceivably induce sheep to stay down 
off higher eroded country. 

With the co-operation of Mr R. Brown of Glenthorne Station and 
the help of the N.Z. Forest Service, the Institute has started a 5-6 
year study to plot the distribution of sheep on part of the Birdwood 
Range facing the Avoca River. 

The block ranges from about 770m to 2000m in altitude. Up to 
about lOOOm in the moraine downs and hills slopes support quite 
good unimproved tussock grassland. Above this, the land is mostly 
rock and scree with tongues of vegetation . 

Merino wethers and dry ewes are put onto the block in October, 
supplemented with older ewes after weaning, and all remain until 
the autumn muster in early April. 

It has been planned to plot the distribution of these sheep over the 
block in its undeveloped state for three seasons, then topdress and 
oversow the lower slopes and for the following three seasons observe 
whether sheep distribution has altered. 

Observation of sheep distribution began in December 1974 and 
continued through to the autumn muster in March 1975 . This has 
been a preparatory year to find out how far the sheep spread, their 
daily movement patterns, the best sites for observation, to what 
extent weather (particularly cloud or rain) limits visibility, how 
frequently floods in the Avoca River limit access to the block and the 
physical capacity of the observers to move between widely spaced 
viewing sites. 

Sheep distribution on the mountain side was plotted on the grid 
overlay of a composite oblique photograph . The co-ordinates of the 
perimeter of each group were read into a tape recorder and the data 
later transferred to computer card punching detail sheets. 

Low cloud or flooding prevented observation on almost half the 
total days. However, preliminary results indicate that: 

(a) three quarters or more of the sheep graze the lower least 
eroded country; 
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(b) the average group size of two-thirds of the up-to-550 sheep 
grazing the main Avoca face varied from one to seven sheep. The 
most frequent group size was two sheep, but group composition was 
highly fluid; 

(c) about 80 percent of the time between half hour after sunrise 
and half hour before sunset was spent apparently grazing. This is a 
higher figure than reported in other studies; 

(d) the most intense periods of grazing were in early morning and 
late afternoon. During the middle of the day the predominant 
behaviour was resting. 

Next season it is planned to mark different sexes and ages of the 
sheep, to monitor dietary intake and forage availability through the 
season, to study the mobility of the sheep and continue plolling their 
distribution. 

DIET DETERM INATION 

Evaluation by faecal analysis of the diet of sheep on developed 
and undeveloped blocks of steep hill country at Ribbonwood 
Station, Omarama, was completed. It was shown that several plant 
species such as white clover, perennial ryegrass, cocksfoot and 
browntop on the developed block were high both in field and diet 
abundance. On the undeveloped block, browntop, Nothodanthonia 
clavata, blue tussock, blue wheat grass and plume grass were 
popular. On both blocks there was active selection for the relatively 
sparse flatweeds such as catsear, Hieracium, storksbill, dandelion, 
and sheep's sorrel. However. other plants such as the tussocks and 
matagouri although high in field abundance were rarely eaten. 
Changes in cell wall characteristics and in availability were consi
dered to be important factors in determining the proportion of 
particular species in the diet at different times during the season. 

The field and laboratory work of a second diet study, this time at 
Brooksdale Station, Porters Pass, were completed during the year. 
Three methods of estimating the diet of sheep were compared, 
namely oesophageal fistulation, faeca l analysis, and assessment of 
defoliated plants in ring quadrats. Several improvements in labora
tory technique were developed, mainly relating to extraction of a 
more fully representative sample of cuticle from faeces. Results of 
the study a re a t present being evaluated. 

The collection of reference photographs of epidermal characteri
stics of plant species is continually being improved. 

During the year the Institute contributed to a Lincoln College 
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course for senior biology students of South Island high schools. On 
three half days , groups of 16 students at a time were given 
instructions both in the field and in the laboratory (with 16 
microscopes) in methods of determining the diet of sheep. The 
interest of the students was most encouraging. 

Faecal analysis was also used to determine the diet of sheep 
grazing sunny and shady faces on developed hill country near 
Oxford in a co-operative study with the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries. 

Two technicians from Ecology Division, DSIR, were given two 
days instruction in faecal analysis methods used by the Institute. 

AUGUST 1973 SNOWSTORM 

Reports commissioned from 39 organisations involved in rescue 
operations during the August 1973 snowstorm were collated. A 
condensed report was published in Review. The full reports with 
additional information are currently being prepared as a special 
publication of the Institute. 

Over 133,000 sheep and over 4,000 cattle died as a result of the 
storm, either from the snow which fell up to about 180cm (c. 6ft) 
deep or from strong winds and heavy rain . 

Helicopters were widely and successfully used for stock rescue. 
Planning for much better co-ordination between agencies in future 
disasters was shown to be essential. 

LIVESTOCK WEIGHING SCALES 

During the year the results of the joint project between this 
Institute and the N.Z. Agricultural Engineering Institute to evaluate 
sheep and cattle scales were printed as an internal report for 
comment by manufacturers and other interested parties. Publication 
was delayed while further tests were carried out on one type of 
machine. 

A review paper on short-term change in animal liveweight has 
been prepared and accepted for publication . 

Arrangements are now being made for the full publication of the 
results of the weighing machine testing. 

INSECT STUDIES 

The grasshopper programme of the past six years has been drawn 
into the concluding phases during the 1974/ 75 year. Seven scientific 
papers in entomology have now been published, six of them relating 
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to the intensive study on grasshopper grazing pressures in alpine 
tussock grasslands throughout the South Island. From assessments 
of consumption and damage at 12 high mountain sites, a classifica
tion of grasshopper grazing pressures has been presented, based on 
altitude, grasshopper abundance and vegetation features. A most 
important principle emerging from these assessments is that the 
long-term consequences of selective grazing may be serious in fragile 
environments even when there are only small fractions of the annual 
primary productivity removed by herbivores. 

The measurement of removal in terms of the total available crop 
of herbage is thus an insensitive index to damage in these grasslands. 
Complementary energetics data for grasshoppers and their most 
preferred food plants have also been Qbtained during the 1974/ 75 
season in order to expand and complete this study of a natural 
system and validate previous conclusions by an independent 
approach. 

The survey and assessment of insect damage to seed production 
by tall tussocks has also been published and provides evidence of 
extensive seed losses in some grasslands, possibly affecting regene
ration success. 

The future role of entomology within the Institute has been 
reviewed and related directly to the management conditions and 
requirements of tussock grasslands across the cultural continuum 
from tall tussocks to improved tussock pastures. In accordance with 
this emphasis, preparatory steps have been taken in collaboration 
with DSIR to investigate the degraded condition of Festuca 
grasslands on shallow soils in the Mackenzie Basin. 

SIL VER TUSSOCK STUDY 

Measurements of the density of siiver tussock along line transects 
on four South Canterbury hill properties continue to be made at 
six-monthly intervals. The project, a co-operative one with the South 
Canterbury Catchment Board, is being carried out on K. G . 
Patterson's "Mt Nimrod," Mr J. R. Malthus' "Opawa Downs," Mr 
R. J . Swanns' "L~slie Downs" and Acland Brothers' "Mt Peel." 

Provisional results from " Leslie Downs" indicate that one heavy 
stocking with cattle (about 5 beasts per hectare for 2- 3 weeks in late 
autumn) two years ago decreased the cover of silver tussock from the 
former 63 percent to the present 9 percent. Unfortunately this stock 
intensity caused heavy pugging of damp areas of soil. 

SPELLING AND FEED QUALITY 

The first stage of this co-operative study on semi-improved fescue 
tussock grassland at Mesopotamia carried out with the Biochemistry 
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Department of Lincoln College has been completed. Four spelling 
treatments were applied in replicated blocks : 

November 
March 
May 
June 

through autumn and winter 
through late autumn and winter 
through winter 
through winter 

Herbage was measured in early spring and late spring in the first 
year following treatment. All plots were then grazed off and 
treatments re-applied as before. In the second year herbage was 
measured in mid-winter and in early spring. 

At each harvest, samples were separated from each plot of fescue 
tussock, cocksfoot, clover, sward grasses and sometimes Litter. Each 
component was biochemically assayed by in vitro digestibility and 
compositional analysis . This work was carried out by Mr Bruce 
Allen, a masterate student in the Biochemistry Department. 

Results revealed that the longest spelling treatment had a 
beneficial effect in the following early spring on the available green 
yield of cocksfoot. This effect was demonstrated to be due to more 
vigorous early spring growth as virtually all cocksfoot herbage 
carried into the winter had been completely frosted by mid-winter. 
Nutrient yield was greater per unit weight in cocksfoot than in fescue 
tussock but in mid-winter they both declined to fairly low levels. In 
practical terms, the gain in available herbage in early spring could be 
purchased by foregoing pasture use for six months from the previous 
spring. Long spelling of low altitude land might be a very expensive 
way of providing early spring feed. 

The current phase of this study involves early and late closing at 
two levels of soil fertility. 

RESOURCES SECTOR 

HIGH-COUNTRY RUN PRODUCTION SURVEY 

The results of the survey of high-country run production for the 
1972/ 73 season were published in the May 1974 issue of Review. 
Sheep numbers on the 300 runs increased by 12,000 (0.6%) over the 
year before, lambing percentage dropped slightly to 84. 1 percent, fat 
lambs still made up 47 percent of all sheep sold, ewe sales for meat 
increased markedly and average wool weight shorn dropped slightly 
to 3.8kg. Cattle numbers rose by 15,500 head or 14.4 percent, calving 
percentage stayed about the same at 80.4 but total cattle sales leapt 
in a year from 36,000 to 63,000 - mainly calves, and cows and steers 
for meat. 

The area oversown and topdressed showed a 60 percent increase 
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over the previous year but about 90 percent of the total area of the 
runs was still in natural cover. 

Stock drenching and mineral supplementation were among the 
many other features surveyed, and for the first time the area of 
individual runs actually grazed was mapped during the survey. Over 
all runs 82 percent of the total area was grazed on average, but this 
fell to about 70 percent on runs in the wetter "gorge" regions. 

In the September issue of Review the averaged results of the 
1971 / 72 and 1972/ 73 surveys were compared with the averaged 
results of the surveys conducted earlier for the 1965/ 66 and 1966/ 67 
seasons. There were many interesting conclusions. Although sheep 
numbers had shown a moderate 9 percent increase (especially in the 
Merino breed) cattle numbers and cattle sales more than doubled. 
There were large increases in sales of calves and lambs, especially fat 
lambs. Weight of wool sold rose by 9 percent. 

Average lambing percentage rose from 80 to 85 percent but 
calving percentage fell slightly to 81 percent over the interval. 
Overall, the compounded annual increase in stock units on the high 
country runs was just over 31/2 percent. 

The largest increases in productivity were in the drier sector of the 
Otago district where in spite of a 20 percent increase in sheep 
numbers, lambing rose by 6 percent, weight of wool sold rose by 34 
percent and wool sold per head rose 11 percent. 

These figures show that pastoral production has increa ed 
substantially in the high country in recent years. 

OVERSEAS VISITS 

From 16 November - 26 December Mr J. G. Hughes was overseas 
as a consultant on a World Bank/ F.A.0. mission from Rome to 
prepare a mountain land development project in Lesotho. This small 
independent kingdom in Southern Africa suffers from heavy 
overgrazing of limited land resources on which it depends for much 
of its income. Social customs make the limitation of stock numbers 
and grazing distribution very difficult. 

Mr Hughes also spent three months refresher leave from 8 
February - 8 May visiting universities and research centres in the 
United States and Great Britain to study the state of research in diet 
selection and grazing behaviour, and grazing systems on rangelands 
of both countries. In February he attended the annual meeting of the 
Society for Range Management in Mexico City. 

During the year Mr G. A. Dunbar spent 14 weeks overseas on 
refresher leave from Lincoln College. He presented a paper on 
results of mountain land revegetation research in New Zealand to 
the Tenth International Congress of Soil Science in Moscow, 
U.S.S.R. , and also attended an international symposium convened 
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in Trento, Italy, by the International Union for Conservation of 
Nature and Natural Resources to discuss past use and trends, and 
prepare recommendations for the future of the alpine region of 
Europe. Mr Dunbar was also able to study trends in mountain land 
use and management, including work in progress in the revegetation 
of disturbed high altitude areas, through visits to university and 
government establishments in northern Spain, Wales, Scotland and 
the western United States . 

Mr John Hayward accepted a visiting professorship for one year 
at Colorado State University , Fort Collins, Colorado. He was 
attached to the Watershed Programme at the College of Forestry 
and Natural Resources from March 1974 to March 1975. 

The Institute now enjoys a high level of competence in its 
technical staff as well as in its professional officers. Its work has also 
been greatly assisted by participation of young graduates in 
appropriate sectors of the work programme. Mr Peter Williams, 
M.Sc. (Victoria) has, with the support of the Hellaby Trust, almost 
completed a major Ph.D . study at the Institute of nutrient composi
tion and cycling in the tall tussocks . Mr John Stevens, B.Agr.Sc. 
(Canterbury) completed field work for a masters degree in the 
management sector programme before working in the Antarctic for 
a year. Mr Rob Blakely, B.E. (Canterbury) has co-operated in the 
erosion sector and with permanent staff of the Institute ensured the 
development of the Torlesse co-operative programme during the 
sustained absence of Mr John Hayward. 

Mrs Janet Gough who has given distinguished service as a 
statistician accompanied her husband overseas on further research. 
Her role as statistician has been filled by Mr Ken Lefever, B.A. 
(British Columbia) . Mr Lefever's field experience with surveys in 
Canada and Antarctica is being turned to account with a new 
additional role , that of liaison officer for remote sensing and 
resource surveying. Mr Joe Runga who has served the Institute and 
its public very capably as journalist and editor of Institute publica
tions since 1970, resigned early in 1975 to set up his own business in 
North Canterbury. His place is shortly to be filled by Mr William 
Kreger who will bring considerable journalistic experience to the 

post. A. S. Scaife, chairman 
for the Committee of Management 
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TRANSPLANTING 
THE TALL TUSSOCK 

G. L. Holgate 
Department of Lands and Survey 

The Department of Lands and Survey has a pilot scheme under 
way to propagate and use tall tussocks (Chionoch/oa species) for 
revegetation purposes. The scheme is part of a co-operative project 
which has the long term object ofrevegetating the roadside slopes on 
the eastern side of Porters Pass (State Highway 73). 

Proposals for the revegetation project were put forward by the 
Ministry of Works and Development and the Forest and Range 
Experiment Station of the New Zealand Forest Service in 1974, and 
these were discussed with the Department of Lands and Survey and 
the Tussock Grasslands and Mountain Lands Institute. The project 
involved a combination ofsowings of grass and legume seed, and the 
planting of shrubs and exotic and native tree species. The Depart
ment of Lands and Survey undertook to play its part by transplant
ing tall tussocks to the scree section above the road approaching the 
summit of the pass, thus retaining the present open grassland nature 
of the site. 

THE SITE 

The site near the summit is of relatively fresh rubbly material with 
the vegetation of the surrounding area being dominantly Chionoch 
loajlavescens. As this species is typically associated with some rubble 
movement, it was the one chosen for the revegetation . To maintain 
the genetical integrity of the C. jlavescens population in the area, it 
was realised that plant material for propagation would have to come 
from a site close by. As there was some urgency, propagation from 
seed was disregarded in favour of the subdivision of established 
plants. It was decided to collect and subdivide plants in early spring, 
commencing in 1974, then to plant the subdivided fragments or tiller 
bundles in a lowland nursery for a minimum of about a year. This 
would enable the fragments to overcome the trauma of subdivision 
and would encourage root growth and new tiller production before 
planting at Porters Pass the following spring. 

A small number of C. jlavescens plants were collected from the 
Dry Creek area in early August 1974 and planted at Lincoln for 
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The Porter<; Pa;;~ region ~howing the typica l terrain "here the tu<;<;ock tmn;;plan t trial;; 
are being conducted. 

gene ral assessment. The main collection of approximately 30 
tussocks, avo iding any obviously old plants, was made on 29 October 
1974. The plants were dug with garden forks and grass and legume 
seed was spread where the tussocks had been removed. Some plants 
spent two days in a moist sawdust bed before they were subdivided 
with garden forks. Eventually about 750 fragments of from 3 to 9 
tillers each were planted in the Ministry of Works and Development 
nursery at Withells Road, Christchurch. They were watered in, and 
during the summer received some spray irrigation and occasional 
cultivation. 

SU RVIVAL 

Unfortunately only 35 percent of the fragments survived to 11 
August 1975 with 22 percent being suitable for planting out in the 
field . Although the h igh mortali ty rates are possibly a reflection of 
lower rainfall and higher mean temperatures than normal from 
November 1974 to January 1975, several other points emerged. 
Fragments of younger plants had a better survival than older plants 
showing "woody" g rowth; plants collected in August survived better 
than those collected in October; and fragments with more 1han four 
or five tillers appeared to have more chance of survival. 

A soil test from the nursery after the first season indicated a low 
pH of 5.0, and an o rganic N level of 0.25 percent, also low. 
Accordingly th e area was lim ed at a rate of approximately 
2500kg/ ha and N itrolime was applied at approximately 125kg/ ha. 
A fu rther field collection of "young" plants was then made on 10 
September 1975. Greater care was taken with the plants to reduce 
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moisture stress between lifting from the field and planting in the 
nursery and, compared with the previous season, a larger number of 
tillers were left in each fragment. This collection yielded approxi
mately 820 fragments and 18 weeks after transplantation the 
percentage survival of the fragments was almost double that 
achieved at a comparable time from transplant the previous season, 
i.e., 69 percent survival compared with 39 percent. 

ESTABLISHED 

The 175 plants transplanted to Porters Pass in August 1975 have 
established very well. They have been under some grazing pressure, 
presumably from hares, but very few plants have died . For 12 
randomly selected plants on which detailed measurements are being 
made, about 10 percent of the tillers present at planting had died 
after 23 weeks, but there had been a net increase in the number of 
tillers present of about 8 percent. Only one plant had had a serious 
decline in tiller number after 23 weeks. 

As a result of experience to date, several points can be made. 

• Plants should be lifted in spring as early as possible. 
• The younger the plant material collected for subdivision, the 

better the survival of fragments . 
•Survival of fragments is best with a minimum of about six intact 

tillers. 
•Any possible moisture stress on plants should be minimised . 
• Once fragments have overcome the initial trauma of subdivision 

and transplantation, they appear amenable to further transplanta
tion. 

• Large fragments of say 20 tillers or more are better ab le to 
withstand scree movement in the field and they have the capacity to 
produce a significant number of new tillers. 

This pilot scheme of propagating tall tussocks for use in revege
tation is on a small scale as yet. Obviously the technique of 
subdividing "parent" plants is labour intensive, but establishment 
from seed also involves a high labour input for seed collection and 
sowing. Seedling growth is slow and to avoid mortality of seedlings 
from frost heave in the field , several seasons' growth would be 
required in a nursery. The work to date has shown that the technique 
of subdivision and transplantation is possible. Time alone will . hw 
the place tall tussocks have in man's revegetation schemes. 

Thanks are due to the people who have offered advice and 
criticism on various aspects of this scheme. Special thanks to those 
people whose knowledge of the tall tussock has been drawn upon. 
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EXPOSURE-TREATMENT 
AND PREVENTION 

The following article has been extracted from the New 
Zealand Mountain Safety Council's Manual No. 5 entitled 
"Exposure or Hypothermia," and written by Paul Mountfort, 
F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S. While it has been written primarily for the 
tramper and climber, its message is equally valuable to must
erers and others who frequent the high country in cold weather. 
Only portions of the book have been extracted and readers are 
advised to avail themselves of the complete text which explains 
in detail what happens to the organs of the body in cold 
conditions. - Editor. 

It is a curious thing that there are many tales of trampers being 
caught in bad weather a nd arriving a t a hut practically "all in " but 
with warm food and drinks , a good fire and cheerful company, 
recovery is rapid and complete. 

gthere are also many reports of trampers collapsing in bad 
conditions and these are desperate medical emergencies, the subjects 
taking days to recover if they do not die . 

There are no reports of any in-between cases. It's like jumping a 
crevasse. Either one makes it or one "goes bust." 

Who is most liable to develop exposure - ( I) The unfit. (2) The 
unprepared, (3) Persons with small muscles as compared with their 
total weight; i.e. , low power to weight ratio, (4) Thin persons have 
little fat to act as insulation . However, many expert mountaineers 
are thin , (5) Young persons appear to be more liable than older 
persons, (6) Persons who have been ill shortly before the trip ; i.e ., 
those who have had the " flu" within the previous two weeks seem to 
stand the cold very badly, (7) Injured persons, (8) Other things being 
eq ual, men are more liable than women . 

Taking all these factors together, be particularly careful with 
teenagers, especially young, thin, inexperienced ones, but do not be 
deceived. Given sufficiently bad conditions, anybody can get 
exposure. It is just that the weaker ones die first. 

Alcohol-Alcohol is a drug which depresses areas of the brain 
progressively . One of its early effects is to open up the ski n 
circu lation causing a warm flush. 

It also depresses the heat regulating centre. 
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A person who is under the influence and is then caught in the cold 
is at a great disadvantage. His body makes no effort to conserve heat 
and lets it pour out through the flushed skin. lt is only when he is 
grossly chilled that his skin vessels contract. 

Alcoholics who fall asleep in the snow very often die. Strangely 
enough, if these people are found in time and are treated in a 
hospital, they seem to have a better chance of survival. 

Alcohol is a dangerous drug in exposure cond itions. 

Fear-It is commonly taught that fear helps cause exposure but this 
may not be so. 

A frightened person has an increase of adrenalin in his blood 
which makes him more alert, stronger, and more vigorous. 

These factors would be a help in exposure conditions. Panic is 
different from fear and, in times of danger, is very bad. Stupid 
decisions are made, physical energy is wasted, and often even simple 
precautions are forgotten. 

Reports of exposure incidents often describe some fear or 
apprehension in the early stages but, as exposure develops, the fear 
is replaced by dullness and apathy. 

TREATMENT OF EX POSURE 

The mild case (i.e., someone showing the first signs - clumsiness, 
vagueness, or excessive fatigue). 

Prospects of survival are good if action is rapid and effective. 
The key is to prevent further heat loss. 
1. Get him into an effective shelter: cave, tent, or igloo. 
2. Change his wet clothing for any dry woollen clothing. 
3. Put him in a dry sleeping bag with a warm companion if 

possible. 
4. Give him food and warm drinks. 
H is vital processes are still working so he should be able to 

swallow properly and utilise food, converting it to energy and heat. 
The big difficulty is getting shelter quickly. Forty-five minutes to 

dig out an ice cave is a long time if the patient is in a bad way and 
getting worse. 

The Serious Case (i.e., the victim has collapsed). 
Statistically, this patient has only a small chance of surviva l. Most 

of his body is "shell" and very cold. The vital core is cooling and 
because of the phenomenon of "After D rop", will cool 3-5° more 
before it starts rewarming even with the best treatment. 

His heart is unstable and liable to stop, his chemistry and acid base 
balance (pH) are upset, his heat production has virtually ceased, and 
once more the following are immediate needs: 
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(1) Shelter, (2) Dry woollen clothing, (3) Sleeping bag with 
waterproof cover, ( 4) Warm companion. 

Food and warm drinks at this stage may well do more harm than 
good. He probably cannot swallow and may choke. Digestion has 
probably ceased so that any food eaten lies in the stomach and later 
he may vomit and choke. 

Care of the heart-As heart cessation is liable to occur at any time, 
he must be kept lying flat and must make no physical exertion. 

The rest of the party who are also at risk from exposure should 
have food and warm d rinks and similarly change to dry clothing and 
get into sleeping bags and all huddle together around the patient. 

Everyone stays put, because the greater the number huddled 
together, the greater the chance of all surviving. 

As a general rule the patient is kept at rest for three days. When he 
is properly awake he should be given warm drinks and food. 

Remember he must not sit up or stand till fully recovered. If there 
is a hut nearby, it will be tempting to shift to it, but this is a decision 
which must not be made lightly. The patient must be insulated from 
the weather during the trip, must be carried on a stretcher flat and at 
absolute rest. [f he is tilted head up, he is liable to have a lit and 
vomit. Are the rest of the party fit enough to manage all this? 
Remember any patient who is unconscious needs special care. He is 
kept on his side and someone must supervise his airway at all times 
day and night to see that he is breathing properly. This requires some 
training. 

Exposure due to rapid chilling (i.e., Immersion in freezing water 
10-20 minutes). 

Nothing chills as fast as cold water. This patient is different from 
the above patient. Due to the rapidity of chilling, his body chemistry 
has not had time to get much out of adjustment. The best treatment 
by far is to put him in a warm bath - 42°C, 108°F - is ideal. 
(Definitely not over 45°C, J 14°F.) Recovery is rapid and complete. 

Alternatively, he can be allowed to warm slowly in a sleeping bag 
with a warm companion. 

Rewa rming a cold patient-The various possible methods need 
special consideration: 

Warm bath-This is an excellent method of warming because 
warm water is an excellent donor of heat. lt is ideal for-

( I) Persons chilled rapidly by falling into cold water, and (2) 
Persons who are chilled but still metabolically sound, i.e., those who 
have not quite got exposure. 

The drawbacks arc- (1) Lack of availability, and (2) It is 
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dangerous for a patient who has been chilled slowly because of the 
associated metabolic upsets. There will be a gross drop in blood 
pressure (shock) and the patient may have a fit. 

To prevent both of these, the patient needs to lie quite flat and to 
have a transfusion of plasma. Neither is possible in a bath of water. 

Warm air-This is also an excellent method of rewarming. Warm 
air goes into the lung and warms the blood stream, i.e. , it warms from 
inside the core. 

The drawback is lack of availability. 
It could be possible to do this in a hut in certain circumstances. 

The drying rooms in ski lodges are often heated by fan heaters and 
would be ideal for this. There is a resuscitator being developed for 
mountain rescue which is quite portable and which heats the air as 
the patient breathes it in. 

Warm companion-This is a very old method and is most useful in 
many cases. Ideally, the companion or heat donor should be glowing 
warm from vigorous exercise. Both patient and donor are in the 
same sleeping bag. In theory, the less clothing the patient and donor 
wear, the better the heat transfer. 

In practice, this is rather difficult because if both parties are to be 
stripped down, it is necessary to have an exceptionally thick sleeping 
bag, otherwise both donor and patient will lose too much heat to the 
environment. 

It is not generally believed that the extra speed of heating is any 
extra advantage. Slow steady warming is considered best, so that 
body enzymes have time to adjust the body chemistry. 

Dangers of some methods of heating - (I) Sitting by a hot fire -
Sitting is dangerous and therefore forbidden. (2) Ly ing down by a hot 
fire - The patient has areas of the body exposed to radiant heat. It is 
not generally realised how powerful radiant heat is. In a normal 
person, radiant heat warms the exposed areas. There is then a great 
increase of blood flow to these areas to sweep the heat away and 
prevent a local build-up. 

fo the exposure patient, his skin circulation is closed off and the 
local heat in the skin builds up. 45°C is all that is needed for burning 
to occur. This heat build-up can penetrate deep into the fat to cause 
a deep bum. 

The skin blood vessels probably do relax at the hot spots but the 
circulation to the whole region is closed off by the regulating centre 
in the brain . Therefore it follows that local blood flow cannot 
increase. 

If nerve messages should get through to the regulating centre and 
relaxation of the main blood vessel does occur, blood would flow 
through the whole region , both hot areas and adjacent cold ones. 
This is often described as releasing a surge of cold blood into the core 
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circulation whjch is of cour e disastrous. 
(3) Hot stones beside the patient- These are even more effective in 

causing local bums. To be afe, the stones must not be hotter than 
45°C. 

Ideal method of treating a case of exposure collapse-
(I) The patient is removed from the cold environment and within 

a few minutes is connected to a heart lung machine by a surgeon. 
(2) A breathing tube is passed into the trachea and respiration is 

maintained mechanically by an anaesthetist. 
(3) Blood pressure, blood volume, pH, body chemistry are 

checked and corrected as necessary. 
(4) A heat exchanger is fitted into the circuit and the patient's 

blood warmed to 37°C. 
(S)"The heart will probably stop during all this but this does not 

matter and it can be restarted when the patient is back to normal 
temperature. 

How often will such treatment be possible?-ln fact how practical is 
any of the treatment for exposure if the party is above the tree line in 
a sleety 30-knot gale? 

Therefore, if a leader wants to bring his party back alive, he must 
prevent exposure. 

PREVENTION OF EXPOSURE 

Constitution of the party-Four is the minimum number for safety. 
Ideally members should be of comparable fitne s. rr an inexper
ienced person is included , bear this in mind when planning the trip. 
Beware of anyone prone to exposure. 

Planning-Make sure the propo ed trip is within the capabilities of 
the weakest member. Make sure the inexperienced take proper 
clothing, sleeping bags and covers. 

Have plenty of food and extra for emergencies. 

Fitness-Members should be fit physically to cope with the 
distance, the type of country to be covered and the amount of 
climbing the trip involves. 

Pack weights should be adjusted to balance up the party. 
Members should be expert at building shelters. It is no good trying to 
dig a cave or put up a tent for the flrst time in a blizzard . It should be 
a drill which requires no thought so that it can be done with dull 
brain and cold, clumsy fingers. 

Weather-Listen to the forecast and put the trip off if bad weather 
is coming. 
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Know the weather signs so that bad weather can be anticipated if 
it comes unexpectedly. 

Advise someone of where you are going and when you expect to 
come back, then , if you are caught or someone is injured , you can 
"hole up" knowing help will come. 

On the trip-If unexpected bad weather develops, stop and decide
Shall we go on? 
Shall we go back? 
Can we get to a hut nearby? 
Shall we shelter here? 
Do this early and so avoid trouble. 
If you go on, be alert for early signs of trouble, particularly in the 

end man. 
Remember a party in exposure conditions soon ceases to be clever 

and dexterous. 
The tendency is to plod on to disaster. 

Have your say 

Communication, if it is to achieve its goals, should not be a 
one-sided affair. Yet, too often it is , and a person will say he is 
communicating when all he is doing is telling somebody what to do. 

That is not the sort of communication in which Review is 
interested. While our role is to gather information and present it to 
our readers in the furtherance of knowledge, we have an obligation 
to present such information as you, the reader of Review, feel is 
worthwhile and useful. 

This is where two-way communication comes in. What are the 
problems which you would like to solve? What are the questions you 
would like to have answered? What are the topics you would like 
discussed in Review? 

There is a very good possibility that we can help by searching out 
the expertese and reporting it. You may disagree with something 
published in Review. Fine. Let us hear about it and open the matter 
to discussion. 

Why not take a break for a moment, now, and write down a list of 
things you would like to know more about. Send it to us and we will 
get on with the job of helping you solve your problem, answer your 
question. 

- Editor 
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A GUIDE TO THE 
NEW ZEALAND 

GRASS GENERA 

Dr A. T. Dobson 
Botany Department, University of Canterbury 

ABSTRACT 

A ·key and checklist to the native and introduced genera of grasses 
occurring in New Zealand is given. There is a basic list of the ex tant 
literature on the taxonomy of native grasses and the characteristics of 
grasses are outlined. A glossary of terms is also provided. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is many years since comprehensjve works have appeared on the 
grasses (Poaceae) of New Zealand. The most recent treatment has 
been by Allan (1936) who described both native and introduced 
grasses while Cheeseman (1925) and Allan ( 1940) considered the 
native and introduced species respectively. However, a number of 
papers have appeared dealing with parts of the family , the most 
important being the article by Zotov (1963) on the Arundinoideae. 
There are a number of papers which consider individual genera or 
species, e.g., Allan and Jansen, 1939; Connor, 1954, 1971 ; Zotov, 
1970, 1971a, 1971b, 1973. Zotov provided a comprehensive descrip
tion of the grass flora of the Subantarctic Islands (Zotov, 1965) and 
also made a number of important name changes (Zotov, 1943). 
Recently Lambrechtsen (1972) has produced a book which deals 
mostly ·with the adventive grasses of economic importance and 
concentrates on vegetative rather than reproductive characters. 

Pending the production of a comprehensive flora , this article seeks 
to partially fill the vacuum by providing a key to the grass genera 
which are native or which have well-established adventive species in 
this country. 

A guide to the New Zealand grass genera was fi rs t published by Dr Dobson in 1975 in Vol. 3 of Ma11ri Ora, the 
journal of the Biological Society of the University of Ca nterbury. We are grate ful to the Editor of Mtmri o;a for 
permission to publ ish the guide in Review. Dr Dobson has made some revisions 10 the key and has expanded the 
synopsis with brief notes on the d istribution on the genera in New Zealand. The figures were drawn by Miss P. V. 
Prendergas t. 
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF GRASSES 

The feature which most deters the layman from taking an interest 
in grasses is that to the untutored eye they look rather alike. 
However, they do have well-defined characters which can be used to 
separate them. Many features of grasses are peculiar to this family 
and consequently require a specialised vocabulary to describe them. 
These characters are largely those of the reproductive organs. It 
would be possible presumably to provide a key to the grasses based 
on vegetative characters but the required information is not 
available but see Gould (1968). Hence the following key is based 
largely on reproductive features. A hand lens will be useful in 
determining some characters. 

Grasses usually have short-lived herbaceous stems, except in the 
bamboos where the stems are long-lived becoming woody (but 
Microlaena polynoda, a forest species, produces slender, perennial 
bamboo-like stems up to one metre tall). The stems may be erect to 
prostrate and stoloniferous or form underground rhizomes with 
scale leaves. Production of new stems occurs on lateral buds and in 
most species this usually occurs at ground level, the new stems either 
arising within an old leaf sheath or breaking through the base of the 
sheath. Stems are circular in section or compressed. Aerial stems 
may have scale leaves at their bases and usually several to many 
leaves are produced above. 

With rare exceptions, leaves in grasses are two-ranked although 
this feature is frequently not obvious. It is best observed in 
non-flowering shoots. The leaves consist of a sheath, which protects 
the younger parts of the stem and growing points, and a blade with 
an abrupt transition between the two . At the junction a small 
structure called a ligule occurs. The ligule is most commonly a 
membrane tissue but it is also frequently a fringe of hairs. Rarely, 
e.g., Echinochloa crus-galli, the ligule is entirely absent. The blade 
may be fiat, folded or inrolled and is sometimes fine and bristle-like 
(setaceous ). 

The inflorescence consists of one to many spikelets which are 
arranged in panicles, spikes or racemes. The panicles are sometimes 
condensed with very short branchlets producing a head or spike-like 
structure. The spikelets consist of several scale-like structures 
enclosing the floral organs. The lowermost structures on the spikelet 
are the glumes. These are empty, scale-like structures and there are 
normally two of these but in some genera one or rarely both glumes 
may be absent. Above these occur one to many florets . Each floret 
consists of two scale-like structures - the outer and more conspi
cuous one is known as the lemma, and the inner, which is thin and 
membraneous, is the palea. Within these occur the floral organs -
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Gra~s inHore~cencc types: A. B. open panicles (Chio11ochloa. Poa); C, condensed 
panicle forming cyl indrical head (Phle11111); D, E, spike (Jfordewn). Agropyro11); F, 
digitalc cluster of ~pikes (()'llodo11). 

three stamens and an ovary bearing two plumose stigmas. Two 
minute scale-like structures occur within the florets of many species. 
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G, types of ligu lcs: mcmbranl'S (lefl) and ha iry (right): H , spikelet of Brom us showing 
two glumcs (g) and three lemma~ ( I), the In lier shor11y awned from just below the apex; 
J , Horets of A l'ena showing hairy lemma (I ) with long twisted awn (a) from middle of 
back, the lemma in rolk'<l und partially obscuri ng pa lca (p); K, diagram of expand'-'<! 
spikclet ~howing two basal glume<1, cent ral axl~, le mma, palea, s tamen (s), ovary (o) 
with plumo~e ~• igma q (\I) and two min111e lod icules (lo). 
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These are the Jodicules and, when the conditions are satisfactory, 
these swell forcing the lemma and palea apart, thereby opening the 
floret. After fertilisation the ovary swells to form the grain. The 
lemmas and, less frequently, the glumes may possess awns which 
may be twisted and bent. These probably assist in photosynthesis, 
seed dispersal (e.g., catch in the fur of animals) and seed burial 
(effected by twisting and untwisting of the awn due to changes in 
atmospheric humidity). The glumes, lemmas and paleas constitute 
the chaff in cereals. 

In some genera one or more of the florets in a spikelet may be 
sterile or male and therefore not set seed. Occasionally some 
spikelets will be entirely sterile and usually structurally different 
from the fertile. In some species spikelets may be unisexual with 
male and female spikelets in different parts of the panicle, e.g. 
Zizania; in different inflorescences on the same plant, e.g. Maize, 
(Zea); or on different plants, e.g., Spinifex. 

This account is only a brief description of the grass plant. For a 
fuller description as well as many detailed descriptions of species 
which have been introduced into New Zealand, see Allan (1936), 
Hubbard (1968) or Gould (1968). The following key covers 75 
genera which it might reasonably be claimed are established in New 
Zealand. It includes oats (Avena) and barley ( H ordeum) which have 
adventive species here but not wheat (Triticum), maize (Zea) or rye 
(Secale) which are commonly cultivated. 

OTHER GRASS-LIKE PLANTS 

The layman frequently refers to many other types of plants as 
grasses. True grasses may lie distinguished on both floral and 
vegetative characters. Other grass-like plants may have their flowers 
reduced to spikelets but their structure is much simpler and there is 
no differentiation of the scales into glumes, lemmas and paleas. 
Vegetatively grasses are distinguished from most similar plants by 
the presence of a ligule at the junction of the blade and sheath of the 
leaf. Even in those few species in which the ligule is totally absent, 
the very abrupt junction between blade and sheath clearly marks its 
position. Some sedges, however, possess ligules but their ligules are 
membraneous and are partially fused to the upper surface of the 
blade. Furthermore, in many sedges the leaves are three-ranked and 
the sheaths are fused into a complete cylinder around the stem (may 
be torn in old leaves). In grasses the sheath is split to the base. Sedges 
have three-angled o r cylind rical stems, rarely compressed or 
four-angled. Three-angled stems never occur in grasses. "Hook 
grasses," most "cu tty grasses" and "niggerheads" are sedges. 
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1. 

la. 

2. 

2a. 

3. 

3a. 

4. 

4a. 

5. 

Sa. 

6. 

6a. 

7. 

KEY 

Ligule a fringe of hairs or rarely entirely 
ab ent. 

Ligule a membrane, often becoming torn 
with age and sometimes with lateral tufts 
of hairs. 

Rhizornatous grey-hairy dune grass; 
male plants with umbellate 
inflorescence ; female with a globose, 
spiny head. 

Not as above. 

Branchlets of inflorescence bearing 
bristles or spikelets with an involucre or 
bristles or spines (lowland). 

Not as above. 

Branchlets of condensed panicle bearing 
1-4 bristles which do not fall with the 
spikelet. 

Spikelets with involucres which fall with 
the mature spikelets. 

Inflorescence a condensed panicle; 
involucre of bristles. 

Inflorescence a spike; involucre of spines 
(Kermadec Is.). 

Inflorescence of one to several spikes or 
condensed panicle resembling a spike; 
spikelets numerous. 

Inflorescence an open panicle or 
spikelets fewer than 12. 

Inflorescence a long, narrow, symetrical, 
condensed panicle ; spikelets small , 
terete . 
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Spinifex 

3 

4 

6 

Setaria 

5 

Pennisetum 

Cenchrus 

7 

13 

Sporobolus 



7a. Inflorescence of distinctly one-sided 
spike/ s ; spikelets usually strongly 
compressed. 8 

8. Plant with long, stout, whitish stolons; 
leaves short and broad ; spike usually 
solitary, strongly flattened. Stenotaphrum 

Sa. Not as above ; inflorescence of 2 or more 
spikes. 9 

9. Robust salt-marsh plants forming large 
colonies; spikelets > IOmm long. Spartina 

9a. Not as above; spikelets smaller. 10 

10. Spikelets of 3 or more fertile florets . Eleusine 

lOa. Spikelets of one fertile floret. 11 

11. Spikelets with a glume and a sterile floret 
enclosing the fertile floret. Axonopus 

lla. Spikelets with two glumes, one or both 
shorter than the fertile floret. 12 

12. Tufted annuals ; spikes pinnately arrang-
ed ; lower glume short and clasping. Echinochloa 

12a. Rhizomatous perennial ; spikes digitately 
arranged ; both glumes short, not clasp-
ing. Cynodon 

13. Lemmas awnless , + hairless. 14 

13a. Lemmas awned, noticeably hairy. 20 

14. Plants tufted ; leaf blades 5-25cm long 
(lowland) 15 

14a. Plants creeping for turf forming, small ; 
blades usually < 5cm long. 18 

15. Glumes enclosing lemmas ; spikelets 4-6. Sieglingia 

15a. Glumes not enclosing lemmas ; spikelets 
many. 16 
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16. Spikelets with many fertile florets. Eragrostis 

16a. Spikelets with 2 florets, the lower sterile 
or male . 17 

17. Upper and lower lemmas similar, both 
hardened with inrolled margins (Damp 
places.) lsachne 

17a. Upper lemma hardened and inrolled , 
lower resembling upper glume. (Waste 
places.) Panicum 

18. Far-creeping grass of lowland, open 
sandy places; spikelets with one floret. Zoysia 

18a. Turf-forming grasses of eastern dry , 
montane grasslands. 19 

19. Plants rhizomatous; spikelets 1-2. Pyrrhanthera 

19a. Plants tufted ; spikelets several. Ery thranthera 

20. Plants not coarse usually less than 80cm 
tall ; leaves not thickened, flat or brist-
le-like ; lemmas with hairs arrayed in 
transverse bands or tufts, usually with 
twisted awns, rarely hairs almost absent 
in species with short straight awns; glu-
mes > lemmas. Notodanthonia 

20a. Plants coarse, often robust, 20cm to 6m 
tall ; leaves thick, flat or folded or inrolled 
and rush-like ; lemmas without above 
combination of characters. 21 

21. Leaves with several white lateral ribs in 
addition to midribs (absent in introduced 
species) ; lemmas 3-nerved, awns straight, 
long hairs arising from near base (almost 
absent in male plants of some species); 
glumes > lemmas. Cortaderia 

21a. Leaves without conspicuous lateral ribs; 
lemmas usually 7-9-nerved, awns often 
twisted at base, hairs arranged in longi-
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tudinal or lateral bands; usually glumes 
< lemmas. Chionochloa 

22. Inflorescence with spikelets of two types: 
fertile spikelets usually awned, sterile or 
male spikelets usually awnless. 23 

22a. Spikelets all similar and fertiJe. 27 

23. Inflorescence of digitately arranged spi-
kes. Dichanthium 

23a. r nfiorescence otherwise. 24 

24. Panicle condensed, one-sided, spikelets 
with several florets, the fertile spikelets 
hidden by the sterile. Cynosurus 

24a. Panicle usually open, spikelets with one 
floret. 25 

25. Robust, rhizomatous grass of lowland 
river banks, upper panicle branches with 
female spikelets, lower with male. Zizania 

25a. Spikelets in clusters of 2 or more, one 
female, the others male or sterile. 26 

26. Plants rhizomatous; spikelets in clusters 
of2-3. Sorg/rum 

26a. Plants tufted; clusters of 4 empty glumes 
surrounding 3 spikelets, the central ferti-

Tlremeda le. 

27. Inflorescence of one to several spikes, if 
spikelets fewer than ten then large and 
more than lOmm long. 28 

27a. Inflorescence an open or condensed pa-
nicle; rarely spikelets solitary or few in a 
spike and then less than 5mm long. 40 

28. Long, sprawling grass of lowland forests 
with spikelets in distant clusters. Oplismenus 
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28a. Spikelets not in distant clusters. 

29. Spikes solitary; spike le ts symetrically 
arranged, few to many. 

29a. Spikes 1-20, o ne-sided ; spikelets 
numerous. 

30. Spikelets in clusters of 2-3 at each node. 

30a. Spikelets solitary at each node. 

31. Spikelets in 3s, only the central of each 
cluster, fertile, of one floret, long-awned. 

3 la. Spikelets of severa l flo rets, all fertile , 
short-awned; tall dune grasses. 

32. Annual plants often with curved spikes, 
spikelets of one floret (coasta l) 

32a. Spikelets of several florets. 

33. Spikelets edge on to stem; glume solitary 
except on terminal spi.kelet. 

33a. Spikelets terete or broadside on to stem; 
glumes 2 or 0. 

34. Glumes absent or less than halflength of 
lemmas. 

34a. Glumes conspicuous, almost equalling 
lemmas. 

35. Spikelets ± compressed. 

35a. Spikelets terete. 

36. Leaves bristle-like ; spike solitary, 
slender. 

36a. Leaves fiat o r folded ; spikes rarely 
solitary. 

37. Spikelets with 3 or more florets. 
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37a. Spikelets with 1-2 florets. 38 

38. Spikelets borne singly and widely spaced 
in 2 rows. Axonopus 

38a. Spikelets usualJy paired and in 2-4 rows. 39 

39. Axis of spike flattened, 2-angled. Paspalum 

39a. Axis of spike 3-angled. Digit aria 

40. Spikelets with one well-formed lemma, 
vestiges of o thers sometimes present 
(rarely a well-formed sterile lemma 
presen t in plan ts with conspicuous 
winged keels on glumes.) 41 

40a. Spikclcts with 2 or more well-formed 
lemmas, which may be fertile or sterile. 57 

41. Lemma conspicuously awned from apex. 42 

4la. Lemma awnless or awned from back, 
rarely with a small weak awn from apex. 45 

42. Awn < 7mm long. Oryzopsis 

42a. Awn > IOmm long. 43 

43. Leaves flat or folded; panicle ± narrow, 
+condensed. Diche/achne 

43a. Leaves bristle-like; panicle spreading or 
narrow. 44 

44. Lemma 1-2mm long (excluding awn). Nassel/a 

44a. Lemma > 3mm long (excluding awn). Stipa 

45. Spikelets in pairs which are hidden by an 
involucre of long silky hairs. lmperata 

45a. Spikelets no t paired, not hidden by silky 
hairs. 46 

46. Glumes distinctly awned or with rigid, 
diverging points; panicle dense. 47 
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46a. Glumes acute or obtuse but not awned or 
with rigid points; panicle open or dense. 

47. Glumes with rigid, dive rging points; 
panicle cylindrical, < IOmm wide 
(grassland). 

47a. G lumes awned ; panicle I0-35mm wide 
(lowland sandy places). 

48. Plant softly hairy, glumes with ha iry 
awns; lemma long-awned . 

48a. Plant ± hairless; glumes with hai! less, 
rough awns; lemma awnless or weakly 
awned . 

49. Weak, slender grasses; glumes minute, 
smaller than lemmas (rare). 

49a. Glumes > lemmas. 

50. Pan ic le a condensed head, spikelets 
many. panicle may be slightly open in taU 
rhizomatous reed grass. 

SOa. Panjcle open; spikelcts many, few or 
solitary. 

51. Robust , rh izom a to us, d une grass; 
spikelets > lOmm long, awnless. 

Sia. Spikelets < 8mm long (excluding awns). 

52. Either plant a tall rhizomatous reed grass 
or gl umes white, with distinct green, 
winged keels; lemma awnless. 

52a. Glumes oth e rwise; le mma usually 
awned ; plant not a taU rhizomatous reed 
grass. 

53. Panicle ovoid ; a wns ri g id , rough 
(lowland forests). 
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53a. Panicle cylindrical; aw ns weak 
(grassland, swamps). 

54. Glumes swollen below due to small, hard 
floret. 

54a. Glumes not swollen below. 

55. Panicle spreading, delicate , brittle ; 
lemma.hairy. 

55a. Panicle not usually brittle ; lemma 
hairless except for tuft at base. 

56. Spikelet axis silky; lemma with tuft of 
hairs at base. 

56a. Spikelet axis rudimentary ; lemma 
hairless. 

57. Spikelets with one perfect floret and one 
or two sterile or male florets. 

57a. Spikelets with two or more perfect florets. 

58. Florets 2, lower perfect; plants softly 
hairy. 

58a. Uppermost floret perfect. 

59. Glumes small, less than lemmas. 

59a. At least upper glume =or >lemma. 

60. Panicle condensed. 

60a. Panicle open. 

61. Spikelets broad, shiny; florets 3, awnless 
or with a short, straight awn. 

61a. Spikelets not shiny; florets 2, the lower 
with a long, twisted awn. 

62. Lemma with awn, usually twisted, arising 
from middle of back or from the base. 
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62a. Lemma awnless or with a straight awn 
arising near the apex. 

63. Spikelets >8mm long (excluding awns). 

63a. Spikelets < Smm long (excluding awns). 

64. Annual; upper glume > 20mm; spikelets 
drooping. 

64a. Semi-aquatic perennial ; upper glume 
< ISmm; spikelets erect. 

65. Annuals; leaves fine , + dead at 
flowering; non-flowering stems absent, 
spikelets 2.5-3.Smm long. 

65a. Perennials; green leaves and 
non-flowering stems present. 

66. Lemma with two bristle points at apex; 
awn arising about middle of back. 

66a. Lemma apex shortly toothed or torn , 
blunt; awn arising near base. 

67. Lemmas keeled , laterally compressed , 
not rounded on back; spikelets < IOmm 
long, flattened. 

67a. Lemmas rounded on back, especially in 
lower part, sometimes keeled above, or if 
completely keeled then spikelets 
> 12mm long. 

68. Spikelets solitary to many, in an open 
panicle, awnless. 

68a. Spikelets many, densely clustered. 

69. Panicle narrow, erect; spikelets shiny, 
awn less. 

69a. Panicle one-sided, spikelets in clusters at 
ends of close-set branches, shortly 
awned. 
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70. Lemmas with rounded and blunt, occa-
sionally bluntly toothed, apeces which 
are often whitish or translucent on the 
margin. 71 

70a. Lemmas acutely pointed. 75 

71. Small annual with very rigid, one-sided 
panicles (dry, sandy places). Catapodium 

71a. Not as above. 72 

72. Spikelets broad, drooping and nodding 
(dry, sandy places). Briz a 

72a. Spikelets erect and spreading. 73 

73. Spikelets small, < 3.5mm long; lemmas 
< 2mm long, sh ining (grassland and 
swamps). Descltampsia 

73a. Spikelets and lemmas larger than above. 74 

74. Ligule 5- 15mm long; lemma strongly 
nerved (swampy places). Glyceria 

74a. Ligule < I mm long; lemma not strongly 
nerved (saline places). Puccinel/ia 

75. Leaves more or less flat , rolled when 
emerging; awn of lemma arising from 
small notch at apex or slightly below 
apex; O R plant rhizomatous. Bron111s 

75a. Plant tufted; leaves bristle-Like or folded 
when emerging; awn, if present, apical. 76 

76. Perennials ; lemmas pointed or with 
slender awns. Festuca 

76a. Annuals; spikelets erect; lemmas with 
long, rough awns. Vulpia 
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SYNOPSIS OF THE GRASS 
GENERA IN NEW ZEALAND 

This synopsis is based largely on that of Gould ( 1968) and 
reference should be made to this work for descriptions of the 
families and tribes. The approximate number of indigenous species 
(outside brackets) and adventive species (within brackets) , excluding 
casuals, is indicated for each genus. A few notes are provided on the 
more important species economically in each genus and on their 
preferred habitats. Where given, common names conform to N.Z. 
Weed and Pest Control Society (1969). 

Festucoidae 

Festuceae 

Brachypodium (1) B. sylvaticum is rare, prefers shade. Low
land. 

Briza (2) B. maxim us (quaking grass), B. minor (shivery grass) . 
Annuals of dry lowland places, occasionally cultivated for 
ornament. 

Bromus (7) Mostly annuals of dry or disturbed places, mostly 
lowland . B. unioloides (prairie grass) is cultivated for pasture. 

Catapodium ( l) C. rigidum (hard grass). Annual of dry lowland 
waste places. 

Cynosurus (2) C. cristatus (crested dogs-tail) is common on 
roadsides and hill pastures. 

Dactylis (I) D. glomerata (cocksfoot) is an important pasture 
grass. 

Festuca 5 (4) F novae-zelandiae (hard tussock) is a major 
tussock species on dry or shallow soils , low and mid altitude. F. 
rubra, especially ssp. commutata (Chewings fescue) , is wides
pread on hill country. Commonly sown as a lawn grass. 

Lolium (3) Ryegrasses are the major grasses of cultivated 
pastures in New Zealand. 

Poa 35 (8) Probably a conservative estimate of the number of 
species here. A very complex genus and many species are 
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difficult to distinguish from each other. Two most important 
native species, both of which are a complex of various entities, 
are P. /aevis ( = P. caespitosa, silver tussock), a common 
lowland tussock of the more fertile soils, and P. colensoi (blue 
tussock) in harsher situations and at high altitude. Of the 
introduced species P. pratensis (Kentucky blue-grass) , a 
rhizomatous perennial of pasture, and P. annua, a common 
weed of gardens and waste places, are the most important. 

Puccinellia 6 (2) (salt grasses) Saline soils, coastal and m 
Central Otago. 

Vulpia (3) (Vulpia hairgrass) Common plants of dry waste 
places. 

Aveneae 

Aira (3) Common plants of dry waste places, especially A . 
caryophy/lea (silvery hair grass) 

Agrostis 11 (3) Plants with a wide range of shapes, sizes and 
habits. A. tenuis (browntop) and A . stolonifera (creeping bent) 
are two important and widespread introduced species. 

Alopecrus (3) Plants of damp pasture and swamps (fox-tail). 

Ammophila (1) A. arenaria (marram grass) is an important 
grass in binding sand dunes by means of its vigorous rhizomes. 

Amphibromus I A. jluitans, a slender low-growing plant of 
lowland swamps. 

A nthoxanthum (2) A. odoratum (sweet vernal) is common in 
hill and unimproved pasture. 

Arrhenatherum (1) A . e/atius (tall oat grass), common on 
roadsides and waste places. 

Avena (2) A. saliva (oat) is cultivated. A.fatua (wild oat) is a 
weed of cropping land. 

Deschampsia 6 (I) Plants of grasslands and swamps mostly at 
higher altitudes. 

Deyeuxia 6 Widespread in uncultivated situations; native 
grasslands to high altitude. 
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Diche/achne 2 Widespread, on uncultivated dry open sites, low 
and mid altitude. 

Echinopogon l Lowland forests. E. ovatus (hedgehog grass). 

Gastridium (1) Warm lowland waste places. G. ventricosum (nit 
grass). 

Hierochloe 7 Mostly plants of swamps and montane grasslands 
(holy grass). 

Holcus (2) H. lanatus (Yorkshire fog) and H. mollis (creeping 
fog) are both common. 

Koeleria 2 Common at high altitudes. 

Lachnagrostis c. 10 Widespread, in uncultivated, open situa
tions. 

Lagurus (1) L. ovatus (harestail). Ornamental, annual grass of 
sand dunes. 

Microlaena 6 Mostly of lowland forests and montane grass
lands. M. avenacea (bush rice grass) is the most familiar 
species. 

Phalaris (4) Lowland plants. P. arundinacea (reed canary 
grass) is a grass of damp places. P. tuberosa occurs in grassland 
and verges. P. canariensis (canary grass) and P. minor are 
annual weeds. 

Phleum (I) P. pratense (timothy) is an important pasture 
species, especially on damp, fertile soils. 

Polypogon (2) Annuals of coastal places and lowland riverb
eds. P. monspeliensis (beard grass) is the more common 
species. 

Simplicia 2 Rare. 

Trisetum 3 Grassland and scrub, especially at mid and high 
altitudes. 

Triticeae (Hordeae) 

Agropyron 4 (3) Native species widespread on uncultivated 
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grassland, roadsides. A. scabrum (blue wheal grass) the most 
common species. Two introduced species are rhizomalous or 
twitch grasses, A. repens (couch) being a serious weed on 
arable land, A.junceiforme (sand couch) mostly on dune areas. 

Cockaynea 2 Forest margins. 

Elymus (2) Tall rhizomalous dune grasses (lyme grass). 

llordeum (4) Agricultural varieties of barley have been 
grouped under H. sativum. Other species are annual weeds of 
dry or saline soils, //. murinum (barley grass) being widespread 
as a serious pasture weed. 

Secale (I) S. cereale (rye or ryecorn) is grown in New Zealand 
as green feed for stock. 

Triticum ( I) T aestivum (common or bread-wheal). 

Meliceae 

Glycerin (4) Swamp or aquatic plants which are readily eaten 
by cattle. Floating sweet grass is the common name applied to 
several species. 

Stipeae 

Nassella (I) N. trichoroma (nasseUa tussock) is a vigorous and 
persistent weed of dry pastures and hill country. 

Oryzopsis I (I) 0. rigida, native of lowland fores ls and scrub. 
0. miliacea (bamboo grass) introduced, uncommon. 

Stipa 3 (I) Native species a re tussocks of dry or coastal rocky 
places. Introduced S. variabi/is (needle grass) is sometimes a 
weed in dry pastures. 

Monermeae 

Parapholis (2) Annuals of coastal habitats. P. incurva and P. 
maritima (sickle grass). 

Nardeae 

Nardus (I) N. stricta (mat grass) Damp montane grassland in 
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scattered locations, South Island. Considered undesirable in 
Europe where it often dominates damp hill pastures. 

Eragrostoideae 

Eragrosteae 

Eragrostis (I) E. brownii (bay grass). Warm lowland waste 
places, mainly North Island. 

Sporobolus (l) S. africanus (ratstail). Warm lowland waste 
places, North Island, northern South Island. 

Chlorideae 

Cynodon (I) C. dactylon (Indian doab). Warm lowland waste 
places, North Island, northern South Island. 

Eleusine (1) E. indica (crowfoot grass). Warm moist lowland 
places. Distribution similar to above. 

Spartina (2) Vigorous salt marsh grasses. 

Zoysieae 

Zoysia 3 Bare sandy coastal and lowland places. 

Oryzoideae 

Oryzeae 

Zizania (I) Z. latifo/ia (Manchurian rice grass). Reed grass. 
Mainly Dargaville vicinity. 

Arundinoideae 

Cortaderieae 

Cortaderia 4 (2) Toe toe (New Zealand) and pampas grass 
(South America). 

Danthonieae 

Chionochloa 20 The snow tussocks are important constituents 
of the high altitude flora although they also occur at low levels 
in the south and two species are restricted to North Island 
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cliffs. Also includes red Lussock, snow palcb grass and carpet 
grass. 

Erythra11thera 2 E. pumi/a and £. australis. Dry montane 
grassland. 

Notoda11thonia 11 ( 11) Commo n plants of montane grassland, 
open forests and (introduced species) dry hill country and 
open situations. 

Pyrrha11thera I P. exigua (mountain twitch) Dry montane 
grassland in Canterbury and Otago. 

Sieglingia ( I ) S. decumbens (heath grass). Impoverished 
lowland soils. 

Panicoideae 

Paniceae 

Axonopus (I) A. affinis (narrow-leaved carpet grass). Warm 
lowland waste places, especially North Island. 

Cenchrus I C. calyculatus Kermadec Islands. 

Digitaria (2) Lowland waste places (summer grass) 

Ecl1i11och/oa (2) Lowland was~e places. £. crus-galli (barnyard 
grass) and E. utilis (Japanese millet). 

lsachne I /. australis Lowland swamps, mostly northern. 

Oplisme11us I 0. u11dulatifo!ius Lowland forests, mostly nor
thern. 

Panicmn (2) Lowland waste places. 

Paspalum (5) Lowland grassland and verges. P. dilatatum 
(paspalum) and P. distichum (Mercer grass) are common 
North Island pasture species. 

Pennisetum (4) Three species are garden ornamentals. The 
fourth, P. clandestinum (Kikuyu grass) is a smolhering weed of 
frost-free areas of lhe North Island and Buller, but with special 
management has pasture uses. 
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Setaria (4) Annual grasses of lowland waste places (bristle 
grass) . 

Spinifex 1 S. hirsutus (silvery sand grass). Important rhizoma
tous dune grass of the North Island and northern South Island . 

Stenotaphrum (I) S. secundatum (buffalo grass) Warm lowland 
areas. 

Andropogoneae 

Dichanthium (I) D. annulatum (bluestem) . Warm lowland 
waste places. 

Imperata 2 I. cy lindrica, Northland, and I. cheesemanii, 
Kermadec Island . 

Sorghum (I) S. halepense (Johnson grass) has occurred 
occasionally in the North Island. It is a vigorous rhizomatous 
weed. 

Themeda (I) T. trianda (kangaroo grass) . Warm lowland areas. 

Zea (1) Z. mays (maize, sweetcorn) is cultivated. 

Bambusoideae (Bamboos. Not included in this work.) 

AWN 

DIGIT ATE 

FERTILE 

FLORET 

GLUME 

GRAIN 

GLOSSARY 

Bristle-like structure borne on glumes or lemmas. 

Arranged like the fingers of the hand . 

Producing or capable of producing fruits or grains. 

Literally "small flower." In grasses there are one to 
several florets per spikelet. Each floret consists of 
lemma, palea, stamens and/ or ovary, lodicules. 

Scale-like structures enclosing the spikelet, in 
grasses each spikelet has 2, l or 0 glumes. With the 
lemmas, they form the "chaff." 

The fruit of a grass. 
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INFLORES
CENCE 

JNVOLUCRE 

KEEL 

LEMMA 

LJGULE 

LODICULE 

NERVE 

NODE 

OBTUSE 

OVARY 

PA LEA 

PANICLE 

PERFECT 

PINNATE 

RACEME 

RHIZOME 

SPIKE 

A collection of flowers . The whole group of flowers 
borne on a single stem. 

Group of scales or hairs surrounding the base and 
enclosing a spikelet. 

A ridge on a curved structure, like the keel of a 
boat. 

Outer and larger scale-like structure enclosing the 
floral parts of a flower, a constituent of "chaff." 

A membraneous or hairy structure occurring at the 
junction of the blade and sheath of the leaf. 

Two small scales which are often found in the 
florets of grasses. 

A distinct longitudinal vein, as in leaves, glumes 
and lemmas. 

Point on a stem where one or more leaves or 
branches (of an inflorescence) arise. 

Blunt or rounded at the end. 

Female organ in floret, develops into the grain. 

Inner and smaller scale-like structure enclosing the 
floral parts of the floret, a constituent of "chaff." 

A type of inflorescence which is repeatedly 
branched, the branches ending in a spikelet. An 
open panicle has clearly visible branches. A con
densed panicle has very short branches which are 
mostly hidden by the florets and forms a compact 
bead. 

(Flowers) Containing both male and female ele
ments. 

With series of leaflets on each side of common 
petiole. Featherlike. 

An inflorescence with a single main axis, the 
spikelets attached to it by a stalk. 

Underground stem, lacking chlorophyll and with 
scale leaves, by which the plant spreads. 

An unbranched stem bearing spikelets which are 
not stalked. In some grasses the spikes bear spike!-
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SPIKELET 

STAMENS 

STOLON 

TE RE TE 

ets in pairs, one member of each pair having a short 
stalk, the other without. 

Structure containing one to several florets. Most 
grass spikelets are l-20mm long. 

Male organs of floret producing pollen. Most grass 
florets contain three stamens. 

Above ground creeping and rooting stem, by which 
the plant spreads. 

Cylindrica l, circula r in section, not ridged or 
flattened. 

UMBELLATE Arranged like the spokes of an umbrella. 
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